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Preface

Astha's 23 years journey as a field based resource organization is moving forward from the
work in the Southern Rajasthan to the expansion in the other states. One of its People's
Organisation (PO) -- the Association of Strong Women Alone (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan)
has expanded its work in the other states. Since 2004, Astha’s role has been changed to
work as field based resource organization. The team of Astha is facilitating for empowerment
of community and developing leadership of the people. Also, to build the capacity of the POs
to become more independent
Astha believes that the poor, tribal, women will get organised and change their conditions
and the process of development moves forward through collective action. Astha initiated its
work with the formation of issue-based, mass membership based People’s Organization and
established its image as field based Resource Organisation.
Although, tribal areas are rich in natural resources but they are poor in control or use of
these resources. In our understanding these people are poor because of historic injustice
means; they were exploited and their traditional community rights are ignored. Since, the
British sovereignty and even after independence their rights are not taken into consideration
in most of the laws/ Acts, which prevents them to use the resources but an opportunity
occurs to form Acts in favour of community due to pressure of large number of voluntary
organisations through out the country and after a long struggle a revolutionary act on
transparency "Right to Information" (RTI) came into picture. Mahatama Gandhi National
Rural Employment Guarantee Act (NREGA1) which allows the rural poor to ensure 100 days
work entitlement in a year to the millions rural poor labourers and farmers. Likewise; after
passing of the Domestic Violence Act, which ensure punishment to the accused where he/
she is, close relative or husband prevent the women from direct/ indirect violence at home.
Another Act passed to protect women from Sexual Harassment at workplace. Still, Right to
Education and Right to Food Act are under consideration in the parliament house.
The Schedule Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers (Forest Rights Act) Act was
passed in December 2006 and the government of India issued notification for
implementation of the Act in January 2008, and Astha is working continuously for
implementation of the Act and establishment of rights of the people. The implementation has
started after the long struggle of 15-20 years, which is correction of the historic injustice with
the tribals and forest dwellers.
RTI, NREGA, Forest Rights Act etc are good for the poor tribal and marginalized community,
but we see the lethargy of the Administration that they are still not in favour of proper
implementation of pro-poor policies and Acts. At this point of time, our role become more
important, we think that our role just not end up with just formation of the Act, also we have
to do industrious efforts for successful implementation until the marginalized people get their

1

NREGA is Act which provides 100 days employment in the rural areas
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rights. The role of Astha team in right based work -- formation of People's Organisations,
training/ capacity building, leadership development, resource experience sharing
Role of Astha team has changed; people are taking responsibility in this learning process.
This year indicates that we moved one step ahead and also learning from moving through a
large number of challenges. This report presents a summary of tremendous efforts of the all
senior colleagues and team made in the 23rd year of Astha.
We hope this report will useful in sharing of our experiences and learnings. Our expectation
from all the friends/ well-wishers, who are directly/ indirectly associated with Astha to provide
suggestions. So that "faith" (Astha) of people in Astha will more significant.
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1.0 Background:
Astha is a Hindi word, and means “Faith”. We have faith in the people, in their abilities,
strengths and knowledge. Astha believes that these capabilities are being suppressed by the
dominant forces, and the result is that people themselves don’t recognize their inherent
capabilities. With this “deep faith” and “conviction” in the strength of the people and their
capacities, Astha was formed in 1986 and was registered as a Society, under Society
Registration Act.
The founder members have 10 to 15 years working experience in the field of adult
education, rural development, organizing women’s group, drought management and
agriculture development.
The work area of Astha has been primarily Rajasthan, but the national issues and larger
forces and policies affect the conditions in Rajasthan, and at the local level.
Astha always has made an attempt to ensure the Right to Justice, Peace, Development, no
caste, class, gender based discrimination; we have worked for a society in which the poor
have control on their natural as well as livelihood resources, people co-exist with nature,
equality prevails in the society, and the citizens of India have strong moral values.
The Astha feels that the role of the NGO is to strengthen the citizens to become aware of
their rights, their responsibilities and the government’s responsibilities, and together, to make
the mass resources of the government available to the masses. Awareness about and use of
laws is also a role of NGOs. Of course, there are other legitimate NGO roles, in relation to
social development and social change – caste and community customs are often expensive
and/or cruel, counseling and mediation in problem-solving situations is often needed,
people’s leadership development, and special interventions at times of crises (drought, flood,
disaster).
1.1 Strategy and Principles of Astha
•

Independent People’s Organizations We have observed that deprived, exploited, poor people are normally unorganized,
due to which they don’t understand their abilities and strength and that’s why they
are unable to change their conditions. Astha, with its deep conviction about people’s
strength, feels that until they are organized, they would not be able to recognize and
use their collective strength.

•

The Necessity of Women’s Participation and Leadership Astha believes equally that women’s participation and leadership in the processes
of social change are very crucial. Through our experience, we feel that for sustainable
development and social change, it is necessary that women participate in the process in
leadership roles.

•

Knowledge is Power Astha believes that knowledge is power, and knowledge comes from teaching and
learning, from action/ reflection, from analysis of root causes. Once people have
knowledge, they can make use of it. Thus, the Astha team has decided that one of our
1
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main strategies would be to do extensive training involving sharing knowledge
and analyzing problems, working towards an action plan, carrying out the plan and
then back together for reflection-on-action. Action-reflection is an effective medium of
gaining knowledge.
•

Advocacy for Policy Change The fourth main pillar of Astha’s work is Advocacy for Policy Change in favor of the poor
and deprived sections of the society. It was decided that Astha would focus its attention
on bringing necessary amendments in existing laws, policies, schemes and Acts,
and acting as a pressure group along with the People’s Organizations, to work for
changes in laws, policies, schemes and Acts that are more “pro-poor”.

•

The “Macro” and “Micro” are Linked Astha focuses on developing an understanding in the People’s Organizations and in the
structures of Astha itself, about how the global / national / larger problems, and
regional / local situations are connected. Astha also focuses on how, in a
democracy, government policies and laws are influenced by the collective action
of people, and that people’s organizations have strength that is significant to make the
government accountable and answerable to the citizens.
The above five dimensions along with the deep conviction in the strength and capacities
of the people have made the dream come true as “Astha”. Astha began its work with
commitment towards people and having faith in them. That faith has been confirmed and
verified over more than two decades of work.
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2.0 Summary of Highlights of year 2009-10
Astha is organized into different Resource Units to fulfill its role as field based Resource
Organisation, to expand the work horizon, each with a team that works on support to
People’s Organizations and Campaigns in Rajasthan and beyond. There are seven massmembership based People’s Organizations (five are tribal People’s Organizations and two
are Women People’s Organizations) that Astha relates to, in helping them to become fully
self-reliant and self-directing. Summary of Astha’s work in year 2009-2010 is as follows:
The Livelihood Resource Unit: This Unit focuses its work on livelihood issues related to
land, water and forest. The Unit took current issues like; NREGA, Forest Rights, Rights to
Food. Brief about the work done is as under:
Role in implementation of the Forest Rights Act: The Forest Rights Act was the main issue
through out the year. The Livelihood Resource Unit in collaboration with the Forestland
People’s Movement did continuous attempts for implementation of the Forest Rights Act
(Scheduled Tribes and Other Traditional Forest Dwellers Act). The efforts resulted in 14,171
tribal families received land titles (till March 2010). Also, many villages filed community rights
claims but these files are not been processed at the Sub-divisional Level. The Forest
Department is interrupting the implementation process of the Forest Rights Act and people
are facing many challenges. Some common challenges are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•

In most of the cases land recorded in the land titles is less than the family having
actual possession
Grassland and land using for storage of grass not considered in the land titles
Although, Sub-divisional level committee does not have right to reject claims but
most of the claims were rejected without informing to the claimant
The committee is not accepting claims of the other traditional dwellers that are having
possession since forefathers
Community claims were presented to the Administration but no action taken by the
Administration till now.

National Rural Employment Guarantee Act: Every month, Astha in collaboration with the
Employment and Right to Information Campaign (SR Abhiyan) is taking part in the state level
dialogue with the government representatives to discuss the problems in implementation of
NREGA at the grass root level and time-to-time the state government is issuing orders for
better implementation of the Act. The representatives of Voluntary Organizations, People's
Organizations and from government side - State Minister Panchayati Raj, NREGA
Commissioner, Principal Secretary and Director take part in the dialogue. Government
representatives present the follow-up action on the complaints and orders of previous month
before the present members. 15 village councils were selected for social audit, formation of
social audit teams and conduct social audit. A special team did investigation on the findings
of the social audit.
Social Audit: In October 2009, Rajasthan government and Employment and Right to
Information Campaign (SR Abhiyan) jointly conducted social audit for NREGA works in
Bhilwara district by 123 teams of 1600 volunteers. Till now, this programme was the biggest
programme of social audit in the NREGA. During the programme, these teams moved into
more than 300 village councils and created awareness among the community about the
3
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importance of social audit, and conducted in-depth social audit in 11 village councils
(selected one village council from each developmental block of the Bhilwara district). During
the social audit, irregularities of Rs. 1.31 crores came into light and on concluding day of
programme findings were presented before the government representatives and the Central
Minister of Rural Development but it was misfortunate that the state government did not took
strong action against the perpetrators, and proposed social audit in other districts did not
took place (due to strong opposition of the village council chairpersons). Special social audit
conducted in the 16 village councils of 16 districts (i.e. one village council from each district)
and later the government teams did further in-depth investigation on the basis of findings
from the social audit team.
Food Security: Astha alongwith the Right to Food campaign are actively involved for
ensuring appropriate provisions for the food security of poor in the proposed Food Security
Act (Right to Food Act). They have focused on the points like; what are the provisions should
include in the Act so that poor, marginalized people can avail the food security schemes. At
national level, we are associated with the Right to Food Campaign to do efforts for a decent
Act.
Local Self-Governance Resource Unit: The Unit is working with the objective to strengthen
the Panchayati Raj Institutions (PRI), through training of elected women representatives, and
to encourage citizens to take active participation in the Village Assembly meetings. This year
there were panchayat election for which the Unit worked.
Panchayat Election: Year 2009-10 was the year of elections -- Parliament (Central), State
Assembly and local bodies. There was 50% reservation for the women in the election of
local bodies. The Local Self-Governance Resource Unit did efforts to organise Pre-Election
Voters' Awareness Campaign (PEVAC), so that voter can decide to elect honest and
capable candidate. Under this campaign the Unit organised trainings, awareness foot
marches, distributed pamphlets, posters, election guidelines on a large scale etc. The
People's Organisations with Astha have prepared people from their area to contest in the
Local Self-Government (Village Council) election and won for Village Council Chairperson
and ward council members’ positions.
Women’s Rights Resource Unit: Although, Ashta has been working with and for women
from the beginning and women’s issues are quite well “mainstreamed”, still some issues and
tasks remain uncovered, therefore it has been decided to establish a Women’s Rights
Resource Unit. The focus of the work is on marginalized, exploited, deprived women.
Objectives of the Unit are to nurture and support women’s organizations (Rajsamand Mahila
Manch and the Association of Strong Women Alone) that have been initiated by Astha, to
become more mature and self-sustaining and to work as resource centre.
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights: A highpoint of the year 2009-2010 was the
launch of the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights. The process of forming the
National Forum began in July 2008 and the Forum was finally launched on 7 – 9 October
2009. Along with the Association of Strong Women Alone, groups and organizations of
Single Women from seven states of India (Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand, Madhya
Pradesh, Bihar, Rajasthan, Maharashtra) came together in Delhi for the launch of the Forum
and raised the banner for the rights of Single Women. At the launch of the Forum 160
4
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representatives from 14 groups/ associations of single women present. 20 women from the
Association were amongst those present. The event was attended by Dr. Girija Vyas,
Chairperson – National Commission for Women, Dr. Syeda Hamid, Member – Planning
Commission, Kamla Bhasin – activist and poet, Sushma Kapoor – UNIFEM, Harsh Mander,
Usha Rai, and many well-wishers and supporters.
The Forum is envisioned as a platform where single women from all parts of the country can
share their experiences, look for solutions at the Central Government level and give strength
to the Single Women’s movements in all states of India. The Forum represents the interests
of more than 60,000 low income single women and one of its main objectives is to create
awareness on the issues of single women with central government level policy makers.
The Association of Strong Women Alone: This year, the work of ASWA expanded in 112
blocks of 29 districts in Rajasthan with lifelong membership of 31,084 single women. State
level, district level and block committees’ meetings, trainings and conventions were
organized by the leaders on regular basis. The efforts resulted in that National Forum for
single women established to raise the issue of single women at national level. A small group
of Association did lobbying to the central government to increase widow pension – which has
been increased from Rs. 400 to now Rs. 500, change in provision of minimum age of
widow’s son from 18 to 25 years and land size (earlier it was 5 bigha) limit removed, widow
remarriage promotion amount increased from Rs. 10,000 to Rs. 15,000. Also, social
changes can be seen – widow members are wearing colourful clothes, pasting bindi,
participating and performing all functions in the marriages of their own children etc.
During the year the Association helped 1003 widows to get Rs. 48,14,400; 448 oldage
women to get Rs. 21,50,400; 37 divorced women to get Rs. 1,77,600 and 83 physically
handicapped women to get Rs. 3,98,400. Likewise; under pannadhay scheme 110
women to get Rs. 38,50,000, Widow Palanhar scheme 753 women received Rs.
60,99,300 for care taking of children.
The Rajsamand Women’s Forum: Rajsamand is one of the districts where child marriage is
performed in a large number. The education status of women is quite low as a result of child
marriage and this also promotes domestic violence. The forum is doing its efforts to stop
child marriages; this year the forum has organised workshops for the caste pandits (who
perform marriages) with the objectives to stop child marriages, sensitize/ aware the
community about the drawbacks of child marriage. The participants took resolution to stop
atleast 56 child marriages and they were succeeded in 31 cases.
The forum has prepared "Oath Certificates" i.e. getting written promise note from the
families – i.e. the declaring not to perform child marriages in their own family, also help to
stop their close relatives to perform child marriage.
This year 170 cases were registered with the family counseling centre and out of 55
cases were settled in short period of time and by spending small amount of money,
these families are living happily. These cases were mostly of domestic violence, child
marriages, dowry, rape, property disputes, witch hunting etc.

5
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The Tribal Rights Resource Unit: The Unit was established at the beginning of this year
(April 2009) to work with the tribal People’s Organisations and the voluntary Organisation
working on the tribal issues like; control of tribal over natural resources, proper
implementation of Acts, PESA, Forest Rights Act, equal opportunity for tribal women in the
society etc. Brief about the work done is as under:
Evolution of Tribal Rights Forum: The Tribal Rights Resource Unit did efforts with the tribal
People's Organizations of Rajasthan and Voluntary Organizations to collectively take
forward the process of raising the issues and problems of tribals at the state level, do
lobbying for policy changes in constitutional rights of tribals, take legal action if required etc.
There are tribal POs associated with Astha and 23 other voluntary organizations working (in
11 districts of Rajasthan) on tribal issues came together to form the Tribal Rights Forum.
These efforts resulted in evolution of the Tribal Rights Forum which was formally launched in
March 2010.
The members of the Forum prepared strategy to work collectively on the issues like; rights
on natural resources (water, land and forest), displacement from land, employment,
establish the concept of tribal self-rule, equal opportunity for education of tribals, social evils,
food security etc through the Tribal Rights Forum. They formally approved the management
and organizational structures and a committee has been formed on the basis of
representation of each People's Organization.
PESA Act2: 3 days state level training programme was organized to take forward the
process of tribal self-rule under PESA Act. The objective behind organizing the training
programme was to develop deeper understanding on tribal self-rule, to understand the
different in PESA Act and Panchayat Raj Act and understand the process of implementing
PESA Act. What are the powers of the village assembly, how process can be strengthen
Follow-up review meeting was organized with the representatives of the area where no TSR
activities conducted and planning was done to extend the villages under Tribal Self-Rule
concept. Representatives from various organizations of Southern Rajasthan gave final
shape to the byelaws of the PESA Act in a meeting; and plan to give it to the Governor and
tribal ministers of the State.
Astha alongwith the POs filed a writ petition in the Rajasthan High Court demanding from
state government to frame rules under the PESA Act. The High Court issued a notice to the
Rajasthan state government for notification of the PESA Act rules and in reply the state
government gave excuse that it would issue notification after the Local Self-Government
election.
Initiatives with Tribal People’s Organizations: Mass membership based People’s
Organizations are raising issues which are affecting the people and organizing the
unorganized tribal, poor, women and marginalized people.
Milan Mela: Annual Event of the People's Organisations “Milan Mela” was organised in
February 2010, in which around five thousand people were present. Honorable Judge of
2

PESA Act: This Act is especially remarkable for providing and wide‐ranging power to the Gram Sabha (village
assembly) in Schedule V Areas.
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Rajasthan High Court, Sh. Govind Mathur was the Chief Guest of the programme and
leaders of the People's Organisations presented the implementation status of the
government's welfare schemes, grass root level problems faced during the implementation
of the Acts in favour of poor, tribal, marginalized, women etc. It was also highlighted that the
tribals are not been able to access basic amenities even after 62 years of independence.
They also questioned why there are no positive changes in the life of tribals even after the
government is spending millions on the schemes for tribals?
The Tribal Development Forum is continuing with its work on tribal issues of the area like;
support the people going for migration, stop child labourers to work in the BT cotton fields of
Gujarat, forest rights claims etc.
Jarga Area Development Society took lead to convert the area from Marginalized Area
Development Agency (MADA) to Tribal Area Development Agency (TADA) where the tribal
population is above 50%.
Whereas, the Gordward Adivasi organization helped the people of the area in receiving land
titles: This year, a total of 192 families received land titles as result of efforts of the
Association and due to cooperative attitude of the District Collector.
172 farmers dug wells on the revenue waste land (Bilanam3) near their farm lands, the
matter was brought into notice to the District Collector and he instruct to the officers
(SDO, Patwari) to do physical verification in consultation with the Organisation. As a
result, all these wells were recorded with the farmland owners. Now, they can avail
benefits of government schemes for agriculture land e.g. agriculture loan, grants etc
The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society established a structure named “Social Reform
Committee” (Samaj Sudhar Sangh) for resolving the violence against women and other
social disputes related to property, domestic violence, beating, kidnapping, witch hunting etc.
People from the Jhadol area present in the schedule meetings (15th and 30th of every month)
and put their problem in writing or verbally before the Committee. The committee does hear,
consult, investigate and resolve the problems except the murder cases. This year, 56 cases
were brought to the Social Reform Committee and out of 50 cases were resolved at
the committee level and remaining 6 cases are under process. Other then this police
took help of the committee in resolving 3 cases which were registered with the police.

People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit: Astha started the work of “People’s
Education” with the crash, condensed, residential courses in literacy for the leaders of
People’s Groups and Organizations. Brief of the activities is as under:
Leaders’ Literacy Courses: ‘Literacy Courses’ for orientation of PO leaders was organized
for all the candidates who wanted to enroll in this course. 75 persons from various people’s
organizations participated in this program. The objectives of the course were discussed and
the levels as well as the structure were also explained. A baseline was also taken for all of
them and then they were enrolled. In addition 25 other people also attend the orientation.

3

the revenue land which is not classified under any category
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Innovations with government schools in tribal area: A model was evolved as a part of
Supplementary Support to the Education System and is being tested with total 30
government schools (15 villages each of Kotra and Bali). Through this model around 1200
primary school children are being provided with additional support of two hours other than
the school hours in their education through a well though strategy evolved by critically
thinking understanding the activity based teaching model.
After initiation of two workshops organized for the village education committee, a
participative analysis of situation was done with them. The members choose to take charge
of the situation and to take the ownership of their village school and monitor its progress.
The people present agreed that they would themselves try and be a little more proactive and
also ask others in their village to do the same.
Two workshops were organized for fostering creativity in the children and enhancing the
skills of verbal and written expression in the context of present era. The activities done in this
workshop were theater exercises, singing and making poems, reading, narrating and writing
stories (writing involved writing new stories on their own), art activities like various forms of
painting etc.

Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre: BARC continued with its other activities like; issues
based meetings and regional meetings, conducting micro research and publishing booklets
and our Hindi newsletter, Budget Samachar. BARC conducted three issue based meetings
(on Unorganized Workers, Gender Budget and Minor Forest Produces) and 2 regional level
workshops (one focusing on Panchayat Budget and Planning) in various parts of the state.
BARC has been acting as a resource centre and have provided data, analysis and resources
to various organizations. We provided data on TSP to the Office of the Supreme Court
Commissioner on Food Security in New Delhi and Suchana Evam Rozgar Ka Adhikar
Abhiyan Rajasthan, among others. BARC members provided major resource in workshop
organized by CECOEDECON on “Budget Tracking and Monitoring” for their community
based organizations.

8
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3.0 Resource Units:
Astha had a long rich experience of establishing POs, of guiding issue based work, of doing
Campaign Based Work, of taking up Women Related Issues, of working on Local SelfGovernance, Tribal Self Rule etc. In 2004, Astha decided to work on these issues in the
entire Rajasthan through various Resource Units. These resource units would be a resource
for social development work in Rajasthan, more widely than the POs of Astha and would
share the experience that Astha has gained over almost 18 years of work.
3.1 The Livelihood Resource Unit:
The Livelihood Unit started functioning in April 2004, with a focus on issues related to land,
water and forest. Since the beginning, the Unit became involved in the Forest Land Rights
Campaign, which had begun in 1995. The campaign expanded with linkages to other states,
and ultimately, in 2006, the central government passed the "Scheduled Tribes and Other
Traditional Forest Dwellers (Recognition of Forest Rights) Act". The Unit is actively
associated with the Jungle Jameen Andolan (Forest Land People's Movement) at the
regional level, and with the Campaign for Survival and Dignity (CSD) at national level. At
present, the Resource Unit is working towards the effective implementation of the 'Forest
Rights Act', 'NREGA' and contributing its efforts to include the needs of poor, marginalized
community in the Food Security bill.
The Resource Unit is also in close networking with the state campaign for NREGA and
RTI through the Rozgar evam Suchna ka Adhikar Abhiyan (Employment and Right to
Information Campaign) that aims at proper and effective implementation of NREGA. The
Unit is involved with regular trainings of mates (labour gang supervisor) on NREGA Act and
actively participated in the 'social audit' of the works organised in the Bhilwara district, where
social audit intensively done 11 village councils and awareness in around 371 village
councils.
The Resource Unit is working with the strategy - to work with the likeminded Voluntary
Organisations, POs and Civil Society actors, as well as Government, on the issues related to
Livelihood; To conduct training programmes, social audits, to conduct networking
conventions and facilitate action planning, to develop resource material for training,
campaign and awareness raising; To do lobbying and advocacy in collaboration with various
POs, Campaigns and Networks; and to do research and documentation to produce material
that will strengthen the work of the Unit.
NREGA: The Unit in collaboration with network of other organizations through “Employment
and Right to Information campaign” is involved to broaden and similarity in NREGA
throughout the state, people will get right wages for their work, people will able to conduct
social audit, to have dialogue and lobbying with the state government for necessary
amendments in policy for better implementation of NREGA. Efforts were made for better
implementation of NREGA – minimum wage, transparency and monitoring aspects.
District Level Meetings were organized with district officials where responsibilities were fixed
that the officers from all departments would monitor the NREGA work during their field visit
to the respective area and present monthly report to the District Collector, so that corrective
measures can take on time.
9
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Astha and POs initiated regular dialogue with the District Administration in Udaipur,
Dungapur and Banswara districts to change the wage distribution system from the average
equal rates to group basis
work
distribution
and
calculation of wage rate
accordingly. The reason
behind
providing
equal
average
rates
is
the
selection
of
untrained
mates, Astha pressurized
the Administration through
regular dialogue to appoint
educated and trained mates
to apply the group basis
work and measurement
basis
wage
calculation
Mates are doing earthwork using measurement system practically
system. 45 Master trainers
during Mate training
were trained in two days
ToT programme for Master Trainers. 7 days training for mates on technical understanding of
construction works in NREGA. Unit team facilitated the mate training in 11 blocks of 4
districts and 4370 mates were trained the training programmes organized by the
Administration, where understanding has been developed on role of mate in the training,
task basis work, payment on measurement basis, technical aspects and how to fill-up daily
work measurement in the formats.
Two special trainings were organized to develop “Ideal” mate, in which 50 block resources
persons and 130 mates participated.
A total of 16 gram panchayats were selected (2 from each block) in Banswara District to
develop a model panchayat (in coordination with the local administration) as a part follow-up
of mate training, where the trained mates practiced for implementation of group basis work
allocation, measurement basis work etc. People are getting wages ranging between Rs. 76100 on measurement basis, women mates were also appointed, preference was give to the
trained mates etc. are the impacts of mate trainings under NREGA.
Every month State level dialogues were organized as joint efforts of the State Government
and Employment & Right to Information campaign (Suchana Evam Rozgar Adhikar
Abhiyan), in which the Minister Rural Development & Panchayati Raj and Commissioner
NREGA took part. The objectives of the dialogues were to aware them about the grass root
realities of NREGA implementation, what are the problems, irregularities and discussed how
collectively both can take forward the efforts and policy changes.
“Separate rate for separate measurement” – means justice for the hard core labourers
“Separate rate for separate measurement” -- This has been proved by the mates of village
council Umrai in Banswara district of Rajasthan. Mates are appointed as workplace manager
who allots work to the labourers and liable for monitoring of the work.
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These mates excellently broke the traditional system. Earlier there was a tradition to listed
100 labourers but actual worker on site 60 and out of rest 40 either filled up false names or
moving here and there but when the labour rate comes equally for all labourers which means
the person working throughout the day or not worked at all getting same labour rate.
The tradition was broken with the help of trained mates, learnt mathematics, measurement
and also implemented at the worksites. They have faced oppose of JEN, Village Council
Chairperson, influential persons at a large scale but they continue their work with the
principal of honesty that "we will do what we learnt". 12 mates did measurement of the work
properly and entered in the daily workbook format. The Administration accepted the
measurement due to pressure of labourer and mates, and first time measurement book was
filled up for 600 labourers and the society made payment through pay-slip. And when rate
calculated for different groups it comes different based on measurement like; Rs. 90 for one
group and Rs. 45 for other group; the inefficient group said such thing never happened
before that people are getting different wages in same worksite. When the BDO told them
that as per the rule it is ok then the inefficient group does not have words to say but trust of
the people increased who received Rs. 90-100 (because earlier they were getting Rs. 50-60
only) and now they are more enthusiastic
Till then, 8 months has been passed thousands of labourers are working in the village
council and mates are allocating work in the group of five in each and they are entering the
work in worksheets and making payment accordingly.
As a result of this either the inefficient people didn’t come to the site or if they come to the
site they work and accepting the wages in proportion to the work they do. This is one out of
two-three example Village Councils in the state where the proper measurement system took
place. The mates are getting continuous support, they were clarified on technical aspects
and receiving special support from the administrative level.
Social Audit in Bhilwara: In
October
2009,
Rajasthan
government and Employment
and Right to Information
Campaign (SR Abhiyan) jointly
conducted social audit for
NREGA works in Bhilwara
district by 123 teams of 1600
people.
Till
now,
this
programme was the biggest
programme of social audit in
the NREGA. During the
programme,
these
teams
moved through more than 300
The Central Minister of Panchayati Raj and Rural Development is
village councils and created
interacting at the exhibition stall of NREGA
awareness
among
the
community about the importance of social audit, and conducted in-depth social audit in 11
village councils (selected one village council from each block of the Bhilwara district). During
11
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the social audit, they found irregularities of Rs. 1.31 crores and at end of programme findings
were presented before the government representatives and the Central Minister of Rural
Development but it was misfortunate that the state government did not took action against
the perpetrators, and proposed social audit in other districts did not take place (due to strong
political opposition of). Special social audit conducted in 16 village councils of 16 districts
(i.e. one village council in each district) and later the government teams did further in-depth
investigation on the basis of findings from the social audit.
Forest Rights Act: Regional level meetings, Rallies, Dialogues with political parties (Jan
Manch), support in the Forest Rights Camps were organized to assess the position of the
claims – filing claims, physical verification. The Unit provided support to the camps
organized
by
the
Administration for process the
individual and community
claims. As a part of advocacy
effort, petition was handed
over to the Forest Minister for
negative attitude of the Forest
Department and problems
with
village
and
block
committee.
Two days national level
meeting was organised by the
Campaign for Survival &
Tribal People in association with the Forestland People’s movement Dignity (CSD) in New Delhi to
organized a sit‐in before the Tribal Commissioner’s Office
discuss the implementation of
the Forest Rights Act in the
Country. In which, representatives from various states participated and reviewed the
implementation situation of the Forest Rights Act. It has been come out that the Act is
implemented well where the Association pressurized the Administration; the government
machinery is not accepting the community claims. Madhya Pradesh is leading in claim
process where around 1 lakh claims were filed and out of many people received land right
papers.
A memorandum was handed over with the help of CSD to the Tribal Minister and Secretary
in Central Government to inform them about the implementation status of the Forest Right
Act in Rajasthan.
Village community of Khajuri formed active Forest Rights Committee
More than 300 families of Khajuri village (of village council Barapal in tehsil Girwa of Udaipur
district) are living on the forestland since their forefathers. The Village Council Chairperson
and Secretary organized a meeting and formed a forest rights committee to ensure forest
rights. More than 300 villagers prepared claim files but the forest rights committee did not do
physical verification. The villagers were frustrated with the non-cooperative attitude of the
committee and with the suggestion of forest land movement, they organized village meeting
and formed new forest rights committee and informed the Sub-Divisional Level Committee
12
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and the Sub-Division Officer (SDO) validate the committee. When the committee asked the
village council secretary about the claim files, he replied that the files had been forwarded to
the SDLC but, when the committee asked SDLC about the information of the claims, SDLC
refused that the files didn’t reached to us.
Due to lack of knowledge of the Act, the forest rights committee members didn’t understand
that the claims couldn’t forward to the Sub-Divisional Committee without verification and
approval of the village assembly. They also ask to the Village Council Secretary about this
and he denied about the claims. Ultimately, they made complaint to the SDO and he
enquired about the claim files, he replied that the forest rights committee might oppose it.
Then SDO suggested to the new forest rights committee to take approval of election from
the village council. The committee got approval and gave it to the SDO. The committee
people get confused when the SDO again asked them to organize village assembly.
In this context, it has been concluded that in the past one year the SDLC never queried the
Village Council Secretary about the inactive committee which was formed by the Village
Council Chairperson and the Secretary as per their convenience and that was not working at
all, but the SDO was worried about the objection of old committee. He was not bothering
about the new committee, which was formed as per rules and approved in village assembly
quorum. He was raising questions on the authenticity of the new committee. Lastly, due to
lack of proper knowledge about the law the SDO denied the decision of village assembly
Khajuri and decided that the village assembly called by the village council secretary.
Now, people are confused what to do or not? This is the only reason that this village council
was not listed in the camps started from June 15, 2009 but files are still lying with the village
council and people were struggling with the administration and ultimately (on July 28, 2009)
their struggle resulted in organization of village assembly for election of new forest rights
committee in which – the block chairperson, block development officer, village council
secretary, Deputy Tehsildar were present.
At present, the new forest rights committee is doing physical verification of 300 claimers of
the Khajuri village.

In Rajasthan 14,171 families received land titles (till March 2010) after passing through
the tedious process of filing claims, physical verification from the forest and revenue
departments and approval from the district level committee. 200 claims were rejected
and that are under process of appeal to the next level and 200 village assemblies has
filed the community rights.
Right to Food: (Food Security) Efforts were made through raising the right to food issue in
different events like; dialogue with political parties, meetings, conferences on Right to Food.
The Right to Food Campaign has organized state level, regional level meetings to assess
the implementation of food security schemes, discuss the draft of "Food Security Act”
prepared by the Right to Food Campaign and prepare strategy to crate pressure on the
government. It was decided to conduct a baseline survey for 60 villages in coordination with
DCA to assess the present situation of food security schemes e.g. distribution of fare price
shop items in PDS shops, Mid Day Meal in schools, wages in NREGA etc. Unit members
participated in the platform meeting (organized by DCA) on Rights to Food to discuss the
13
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implementation status of welfare schemes; participants shared their experiences of the area
and also how to measure the changes due to work of voluntary organization.
Effect/ Impact of the activities carried out by the Unit: The community and Administration
became aware and sensitized as a result of efforts of the Unit e.g. facilitating Mate trainings,
social audit, public advocacy, railly, sit-ins, dialogue etc. There is less arbitrariness can seen
in the attitude of the Administration. Most of the families are getting increased wage rates
(earlier it was coming around Rs. 40-50 now it is Rs 80-100). People start demanding for
work as right; it seems changes in the utilization pattern of money viz; spending money to
fulfill the need of food, health and education etc; people understand the importance of the
Forest Rights Act and somehow they are processing the claims; 15,000 families have
received land titles that feel them happy because they are able to secure their livelihood
resources and more possibility that the responsibility to protect forest will come again in their
hands; people are doing collective efforts (rally, sit-ins etc) to include clause that in favour of
the poor and marginalized section in Food Security Act.
3.2 The Local Self-Governance Resource Unit:
The Local Self-Governance Resource Unit is working since 2004 with the ideology to
develop administrative, democratic and developmental understanding of leaders who elects
in the Local-Self Government election. The Unit works with the strategy to develop network
at Rajasthan state level as well as associate with other networks in India. The Unit is working
for strengthening the Women's Panch-Sarpanch Association to ensure strengthen the local
self-governance structure by using the powers mentioned in 73rd and 74th amendment of
the constitution. At, present spread of the Association is in 66 blocks of 22 districts
(4985 villages of 997 village councils) and there are 5700 women members in the
Association.
Empowering the Association of Women Panch-Sarpanch: Year 2005, local self-government
election of Rajasthan was in the name of women. There were 40,044 women elected on the
position of ward panchsarpanch and 42,435 at
the block and district
level body. This time
most of the elected
women representatives
elected first time. It has
been came out in the
discussions
of
the
leadership development
workshops, because of
their engagement in
household chores and
lack of education they
Leadership training of Women Panch‐Sarpanch
have faced problem in
accomplishing routine work. To support them in solving their problem a thought came in
mind to form state wide Association of Women Panch-Sarpanch, where the elected women
representatives meets on quarterly basis and find out the ways to sort out their problems.
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In Rajasthan, the Unit is working towards developing leadership of the elected women in
collaboration with the network organizations of the state. Women were elected as a result of
50% reservation. The process of affiliation with the newly EWRs is continuing to empower
them through the Association.
The following capacity building events were organized to empower the EWRs and their skill
enhancement:
Topic of the Training/ workshop/ convention/ events

Participants
EWRs

Field staff
+ others

Total

Trainings (2) of the EWR (from 29 blocks of 20 districts
for Capacity building)

95

85

180

Training for the established groups (women from 4
blocks of Rajsamand district)

30

10

40

Training on communication skill and public hearing

34

11

45

Cluster level meetings (3) in Khamnor block

61

5

66

Training on Pre-election Voters’ Awareness Campaign
with Panch-sarpanch Association

24

9

33

Workshop on participation of women in the Local-Self
Government
Workshop of EWRs alongwith the government staff
(including village council secretary, ANM, Patwari,
Agriculture supervisor, Anganwari worker, employment
assistant)
Block level convention
representatives

of

new

elected

43
10

68

women

78

151

Orientation camps (4) for the prospecting candidates for
panchayat election

Women

Men

Total

224

36

260

Workshop on preparation for the prospecting candidates

12

28

40

Meetings (3) of youth on their role in the panchayatelection

38

41

79

Pre-election voters’ awareness campaign: A statewide pre-election voters’ awareness
campaign was organized in collaboration with the network partners to create awareness
among voters’ about value of their vote in the election. Activities mainly included in the
PEVAC are - publishing and disseminating election related material, posters, film, puppet
show, street play, wall writing, audio-visual material, regular dialogue and communication
with the State Election Commission.
The campaign was held in 37 blocks of 13 districts in which the Unit put intensive efforts in
442 village councils and other 265 village councils were benefited with the disseminated
effect, overall 707 village councils were be part of the campaign.
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The Unit contacted the participant organizations for the PEVAC, provide resources in the
workshops, trainings and other events, and the network informed the State Election
Commission about the necessary corrective suggestions through network. During the
campaign, a joint forum of 39 organizations came into existence in 37 blocks of 13 districts in
Rajasthan to take-up the PEVAC activities to the voters and potential candidates. Training of
Trainers (ToT) was organized with the objective to increase understanding of women
condition in the society; understand the need of poor, marginalized, women in the election;
importance of vote and increase participation of women in the election; process of
nomination, voting, vote counting etc.
A total of 73 organizations of 24 districts, in which 200 people participated and they were
trained on – how to increase women participation, to ensure reach of information about
PEVAC to the women, ST, SC, OBC candidates. Also, to aware the community so that they
can elect ideal candidate independently
Activity

Covered
Village
Councils

Participants
Women

Men

Total

Simulation Camps (34)

52

1476

1208

2684

Training camps of the potential women
candidates (34)

56

1127

282

1544

Meetings (356)

208

8920

8600

17520

Publicity through poster exhibitions (206)

170

7475

2090

10216

Rally (95)

56

3050

3000

6050

Film Shows (33)

15

1036

845

1881

Street Plays (17)

12

960

832

1792

Slogan Writing (93)

33

368

253

621

Meetings with teachers (10)

8

11

30

41

Meetings with the students (10)

3

482

436

918

Lobbying and Advocacy: The Unit alongwith the network partners have established dialogue
with the State/ District Election Officer and discussed that the nomination for the position of
ward council member and village council chairperson should filed at least 7 days before the
election, so that the candidates have sufficient time to contact voters. The Unit and the
Association of Panch-sarpanch did lobbying with the state government to increase the
honorarium of the village council chairperson, ward council member etc:
Post
Ward Panch
Village Council Chairperson (Sarpanch)
Block Member (Panchayat Samiti member)
Block Chairperson (Pradhan)

Before

Now

40

75

1000

3000

75

100

2600

5000
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Member of District Council (Zila Parishad Member)
Chairperson of District Council

90

125

4000

7500

Resource in Other Programmes: The Unit members provided resource in the Regional Level
Workshop for Training Need Assessment to identify training needs for the new elected
representatives and the government staff through the experience of the previous elected
representatives and the government staff of that level.
Documentation and Publication: The Panchayat election was held in early 2010. In the
beginning of the year, the Unit started preparation for
the panchayat election and published postures,
brochures, guidelines, pamphlets in addition to its
regular publication. Publication material includes the
issues - necessary criteria for contesting election,
what are rights of voters, ideal code of conduct,
panchayat election guidelines, information about the
reserved seats etc. The polling parties in some
places requested to paste the voters’ awareness
postures outside polling booths when they looked
at the postures that were pasted in the village
Woman looking at the PEVAC poster
council area.
Achievements: The achievement of the efforts made by the Unit can be seen in the form of -confidence level of elected women increase now they are organizing village assemblies,
ward assemblies and chairing the quorum meetings; government accepted to organize
condensed training programme for the elected representatives of the local self government
within three months of election; There is increase in the honorarium of the District Council
members (Rs. 125), Block Council members (Rs. 100) and ward council members (Rs. 75)
for attending meeting.
Some of the individual achievements are given in the box:
•

Smt. Swagibai received information about the reservation in the stimulation camp and
elected on the position of village council chairperson in Fatehpur village council.

•

There were 21 women of scheduled tribe (1 ST women on village council chairperson, 5
ST women and 13 OBC women elected on the ward panch positions) elected on the
unreserved seats.

•

Smt. Leela Devi of village council Badi ka Chauda (block Beawar of District Ajmer)
contested election on the unreserved seat against two men contestant. Likewise; Smt.
Bhagwati Chauhan contested in the election on un-reserved seat against 8 men
candidates. Interesting thing is that when she shown her willingness to contest in the
election some people of the village told her that this time there no reserved seat for
women but later when she received information from the camp organized by the
organization and approached to office of the block development and contest election
after receiving information in detail. Similarly, 106 women took part in the election on
unreserved seats after getting information of reservation.
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3.3 The Women's Rights Resource Unit:
A Women’s Rights Resource Unit came into being in Astha Sansthan, on April 1, 2009. In
2004, Astha had formed several Resource Units, but at that time, it was thought that a
Women’s Resource Unit was not necessary – after all, “women” and “women’s issues” were
included in all of the Resource Units, and in the People’s Organizations supported by Astha.
However, over the years, it became clear that there were women’s issues coming up in
Udaipur, Rajasthan, India that was not covered by the other work of Astha. Also, it was
observed that Women’s Rights were not being touched by many NGOs in Rajasthan – Self
Help Groups doing savings and loans, income generating training and economic activities,
case counseling for atrocities on women, but not enough on women’s rights.
And so, in 2009, a Gender and Women’s Rights Resource Unit was begun. When the Unit
was started, the objectives of the Unit were:
a) To be a Resource Centre focusing on issues of Women and Girls, and on Gender
Issues – for training, research, documentation, lobbying and advocacy, and also a
Centre to build perspective for women’s rights and an understanding of gender.
b) To nurture and support women’s organizations (POs) that have been initiated by
Astha, to become more mature and self-sustaining – namely, the Rajsamand
Women’s Forum and the Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan (ASWA).
c) To build a Rajasthan Women’s Rights Forum of like-minded women’s organizations
in Rajasthan – for the purpose of sharing, collective action, networking
d) To work as a Resource Centre for Gender activities for women, children and men.
Starting in April 2009, the small team of workers was already involved in an unfolding
process that was working towards the formation of a National Forum for Single Women’s
Rights. The work done with the Association of Strong Women Alone (low-income widows,
separated and other single women) had attracted a lot of national attention, and from July
2008, this process had begun. Since the Astha Team had been the initiators and the “backsupport” for both the Rajasthan work and the expansion to other states, much of the time in
this first year of the Resource Unit was spent in launching the National Forum. Work in the
other areas of focus – a Resource Centre focusing on issues of Women and Girls, nurturing
the Rajsamand Women’s Forum and ASWA, and building a Rajasthan Women’s Rights
Forum / Federation – also was carried out. But the objective of being a Resource Centre for
Gender Activities was set aside for the time being. A report of the work done in this first year
of the Women’s Rights Resource Centre follows.
Resource Centre:
•

Resource for women – the Women’s Rights Resource Unit in its first year of
existence has attempted to build itself as a resource centre on women’s rights and
gender issues. As a part of this effort several activities were organized over the year,
and also an attempt was made to identify and procure relevant resource material.

•

Resource for girls – participative workshops for adolescent tribal girls attending the
bridge camps were organized during the year. The workshops were opportunities to
share with the girl’s information about puberty, physical and emotional changes that
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adolescents undergo personal hygiene and how to deal with sexual harassment. The
workshops provided the girls space to come up with their queries, doubts and any
misinformation that they may have had.
•

Mahila Sangam participation – In an attempt to reach out to organized grassroots
women and to identify resources that can strengthen their efforts and leadership the
Unit participated in several women’s camps that are organized as an yearly event by
people’s organizations like the Adivasi Mahila Jagruti Samiti, Vagad Kissan Mazdoor
Sangathan for women members.

•

Study tours: A study tour to provide exposure to first and second line women leaders
from people’s organizations was organized. As a part of the tour, 18 leaders from 7
organizations and three staff members from the Unit visited four organizations in
Madhya Pradesh. The group had the opportunity to engage with and learn about
topics as diverse as traditional sexual exploitation of women, manual scavenging,
tribal community’s right to forest land and encouraging women’s leadership in mixed
people’s organizations. The exposure helped in broadening the perspective on
women’s issues and in exploring ways of dealing with issues of patriarchy in the
society at large and also within the community based and people’s organisations that
the leaders represented.

•

Self-Defense: Two Wenlido trainings for leaders and workers of People’s
Organizations in southern Rajasthan were organized. Wenlido is a self-defense
training that helps women connect with their strength, overturning centuries of
conditioning which convinces women that they are weak and vulnerable. A total of 16
women leaders were trained in self defense.

•

Support to Udaipur Mahila Atyachar Virodhi Manch – The Unit provided support as
and when required to the Mahila Atyachar Virodhi Manch a network of concerned
citizens of Udaipur that works on issues of Gender justice and violence against
women. One of the issues taken up by the Manch in 2009-10 in which the Unit was
actively engaged was a case of Sexual Harassment at the Workplace in a local
university.

•

Advocacy – The Unit gathered support and wrote a letter against a derogatory and
potentially harmful public service message on the issue of female infanticide
published in the Rajasthan Patrika. The newspaper took awareness of the opposition
that it received from various quarters and published a clarification.

•

The Unit put up exhibition stalls on women’s rights at various public events organized
by people’s organizations. Posters and pamphlets displayed at these stalls, and the
Unit staff person help disseminate information and start a discussion on gender
equality amongst members of people’s organizations – men, women and the youth.

Work with Women’s People’s Organizations
One of the activities of the Unit is to support women’s POs towards greater self sufficiency
and independence. The Unit is involved as a support to two women’s organizations – the
Rajsamand Women’s Forum and the Association of Strong Women Alone.
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Rajsamand Women’s Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch)
Rajsamand Women’s Forum is an association of low-income women in four development
blocks of the Rajsamand District in Rajasthan. During the year the Unit assisted the Forum
with the launch of their website (see www.rmm.org.in for more details about the Rajsamand
Women’s Forum), publication of brochures in English, finalization of building plan for office
construction, drafting a proposal for raising funds for office construction, training of the
executive body and worker’s group. The Unit also participated in regular events like monthly
meetings and planning meetings to provide support as required, e.g. yearly planning,
planning for the annual event. The Unit also kept the Forum informed about state and
national level events on issues that the Forum works with, in several of which it participated.
As a part of the process to lead people’s organizations to greater self sufficiency and
independence, training on proposal writing was organized for leaders of the Rajsamand
Women’s Forum, and the Forum was also assisted in applying to an awards competition for
recognition of its work with women.
The Association of Strong Women Alone, Rajasthan (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan)
The Association of Strong Women Alone is a state-wide association of low income single
women – widows, separated, divorced and never married women. The 31,084 members
strong Sangathan has a presence in 112 blocks in 29 districts of Rajasthan.
As a support unit to the Association the Unit assists in State Level Committee Meetings and
Executive Body Meetings. The Unit also assisted the Association in starting the process of
networking with other organizations in the state that work with Single Women and to form a
state level forum for single women’s rights. This has lead to the identification of women
affected with HIV/ AIDS as another especially vulnerable category of Single Women by the
Association and linkages with the Positive Women’s Network, Rajasthan. The Unit assisted
in a study undertaken by the Association to learn more about the issues faced by separated,
walked out, thrown out, abandoned women. The report of this study will soon be ready for
circulation within the Association and also for sharing with other government and nongovernment bodies.
Training on proposal writing was organized for the leadership group of the Association of
Strong Women Alone and was followed up by a proposal writing workshop in which the
leadership group developed a proposal on their own.
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights
In an effort that began in June 2008, independent Single Women’s associations in various
states started a process of creating a national level platform to advocate for the rights of
Single Women. The platform was envisioned as a loose network of low income single
women’s associations and groups all over the nation that would be led by single women
leaders themselves and would lobby for Single Women’s right to a life with dignity at the
central level, would help single women in other states form associations and raise
awareness on the vulnerability of single women. The Women’s Rights Resource Unit since
its inception has also served as the Secretariat for the National Forum for Single Women’s
Rights. As the Secretariat the Unit takes responsibility for coordination, networking and
implementation of decisions taken by the Forum.
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Launching event of the National Forum for Single Women’ Rights

After a year-long process with five capacity building workshops and planning meetings, the
National Forum for Single Women’s Rights was launched in a two day programme in
October 2009. The launch of the National Forum was attended by around 200 Single
Women from the 7 member states - Rajasthan, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Jharkhand,
Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Maharashtra. The inauguration was followed by a public hearing
of Single Women’s lives and struggles. A booklet of case studies, “Our Struggles, Our
Lives” in both Hindi and English was also released on the occasion. The event was attended
by Dr. Girija Vyas, Chairperson – National Commission for Women; Syeda Hamid, Member
– Planning Commission; Kamla Bhasin – activist and poet; Harsh Mander, Usha Rai and
many well-wishers and supporters. On the following day leaders of the National Forum
lobbied with various central government policy makers including the offices of the Prime
Minister and President of India.
As the Secretariat, the Women’s Rights Resource Unit made logistic arrangements for the
event, got the booklets published, documented the process of the formation of National
Forum, provided background information for lobbying and also took responsibility for fund
raising for the Forum’s activities. Pamphlets about the National Forum were also published.
Since the launch in October 2009 the Unit has been active in establishing communication
and networking amongst member states and also organized a follow up meeting of the
National Forum leadership group – National Committee in February 2010 to plan the way
ahead.
Process started to form Women’s Rights Forum:
Envisioned as a platform for grassroots women leadership and organizations in Rajasthan,
the Women’s Rights Forum is a state wide effort to build a strong women’s movement. In the
year 2009-10 two initial meetings were held with Astha supported women’s People’s
Organizations to explore the possibility and need for a platform to raise women’s issues.
After the meetings it was felt that even as women were bound by the common experience of
being women, their issues were closely related with their class, caste and religious identities.
It was felt that a platform of grassroots women’s groups could be built with a strong and
cross cutting base of issue based alliances and networks.
As a result of this change in strategy the Unit has been in the process of identifying like
minded groups working on women’s rights lead by grassroots’ women leaders.
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Muslim Women’s Organization:
Five organizations working with Muslim women in the Rajasthan state have been identified
and the Unit is working with them to strengthen the work for the rights of Muslim women in
the state. An initial meeting was organized in Jaipur on the February 19-20, 2010 to learn
about the work that is currently being done and to identify areas where it needs to be
strengthened. It was identified that the current efforts though commendable do not reach out
to a mass base. In order to strengthen the work, need for exposure was felt and it was
decided to identify strong work with Muslim women in other parts of the country and organize
exposure visits, study tour and then to plan how to take the work ahead in Rajasthan.
Tribal Women’s Organization:
Astha has a long history of work with tribal communities in Southern Rajasthan, as a result of
which several People’s Organizations in the region have come up to, represent the interests
of Tribals and to lead their struggle for justice and equality. Women of the community are
also a part of the People’s Organizations. But over the time it has been observed that
women participate in the activities, but are not a part of the leadership and decision making
of the organizations in the proportion that they are members. The Unit along with the Tribal
women’s PO - Tribal Women’s Awareness Society organized a meeting of tribal women
leaders to discuss issues faced by Tribal women and to explore ways of encouraging
women’s leadership and decision making in the people’s organizations and also in the
community.
Problems and Challenges Encountered:
1. When the three year planning was done for the Women’s Rights Resource Unit, work
relating to the National Forum for Single Women’s Rights was not taken into account as
it was a later development. This has caused the work planned for 2009-10 to lag behind,
but the Unit is now better prepared to take things forward in 2010-11
2. In the work relating to the Women’s Rights Forum it has been a challenge to identify likeminded groups and organizations that have faith in women’s leadership and are making
efforts to promote it.
3. This year was also the time for team building within the Unit and identifying workers who
can take the work forward. Since January 2010 the Unit has been in need of a Unit
Coordinator, it is hoped that the coming year will see the position suitably filled.
Conclusion:
In the coming year the Unit will continue to build its capacities as a resource centre on
women’s rights issues. In the first year functioning of the unit -- the need to reach out to
other organizations and groups, to bring on board issues of gender inequality was felt. Some
efforts in this direction in the form of the work with the Tribal women have already been
made and in the coming year will be further strengthened. In the Unit’s work with Rajsamand
Mahila Manch and Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan, it is planned that in the coming year more
work will be done to help the two POs reach greater maturity and self-sufficiency.
The Unit will continue to function as the Secretariat of the National Forum for Single
Women’s Rights and will take a lead in implementing decisions of the Forum regarding
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capacity building trainings for the leaders, meetings, lobbying efforts, printing of news letter,
etc. The Unit will also take forward its work with organizations of Muslim and Tribal women
so that the potential of their collective strength is realized. The Unit plans to identify
organizations of Dalit and working women in the coming year and explore the possibility of
work with these two groups.
3.4 Women's People’s Organizations: One of the activities of the Unit is to support
women’s POs towards greater self sufficiency and independence. The Unit is involved as a
support to two women’s organizations – the Rajsamand Women’s Forum and the
Association of Strong Women Alone.
3.4.1 The Rajsamand Women's Forum (Rajasamnd Mahila Manch):
The Rajsamand Women's Forum (Rajsamand Mahila Manch) is working for empowerment
of women in the Rajsamand District since 1998. Main works of the forum are on - domestic
violence, provide counseling/ support to the victim women, provide support to the women to
avail the government welfare schemes, work on the child marriage issue, and proper justice
to the victims and to sensitize the community on domestic violence etc. At present, the forum
is working in 216 villages (in 75 village councils) of four blocks of district Rajasamand. There
are 5814 members in the Forum.
Campaign against the child marriages: The practice of child marriage in rural area of
Rajasthan is deeply rooted in cultural values and grounded in social structures and despite
laws that prohibit child marriage; the practice is still extremely dominant in many regions.
Child marriage continues to be immersed in a vicious cycle of poverty, low educational skill,
and high incidences of disease, poor sex ratios, and the subordination of women.
Rajsamand is one of the districts where child marriage is performed in a large number. The
education status of women is quite low as a result of child marriage and this also promotes
domestic violence. The forum is doing its efforts to stop child marriages; this year the forum
has organized workshops for the caste pandits (person who perform marriages) with the
objectives to stop child marriages, sensitize/ aware the community about the drawbacks of
child marriage. The participants took resolution to stop at least 56 child marriages and
they were succeeded in 31 cases.
Two of the cases in which the children refused to marry even after pressure from the family
members. Case one
is of a 13 years old boy
named
Raju
of
Khatamal village, whose
marriage was fixed
with a 10 years old girl,
when he came to
know about the relation
he told her mother
that he doesn't want to
marry now and also
warned
the
family
members that if they
pressurized him to marry
he will inform the
Rajsamand
Women's
Forum. His mother is
a member of the Forum
and informed the
forum about this incident
and
the
child
marriage was stopped
with the help of the
forum members.
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In another case, two teenager girls named Rekha of age 12 years and her sister Renu of
age 14 years were engaged and their marriage date was fixed after one month. Rekha
participated in the adolescent camp and she came to know about the demerits of the child
marriage. She opposed the proposed marriage and later their engagement was got
cancelled. At present, both are studying.
On the occasion of International Women's Day celebration the Forum awarded these three
children.
The forum has prepared "Oath Certificates" i.e. getting written promise note from the
families – i.e. declaring that they will not perform child marriages in their own family, also
help in prevention of child marriages in the families of close relatives.
Cases with Family Counseling Centre: The Forum is working on issues related to the
domestic violence since 1998. Since 2004, it is running a Family-Counseling Centre (FCC) in
collaboration with the District Administration a project jointly supported by under
government's National Rural Health Mission and UNFPA. This year, 170 cases were
registered with the centre and out of 55 cases were settled in short period of time and
by spending small amount of money, these families are living happily. These cases
were mostly of domestic violence, child marriages, dowry, rape, property disputes,
witch hunting etc. Following table is showing the types and number of cases registered
with the family-counseling centre:
Type of cases

Nos.
2009-10

Since 2004

Marriage related issues - delaying or stopping
remarriage

27

167

Sexual Harassment

5

57

Domestic Violence

66

349

Dowry harassment

13

104

Medical

8

131

Property disputes

41

204

Murder

2

22

Rape

3

17

Kidnapping

3

40

Witch Hunting

2

23

170

1,113

Total
Endure life started again...

Victim Indira is a daughter of poor family; she got married 4-5 years back with
Chandraprakash. Her in-laws started harassing her after 4 months of marriage; one day her
husband, father-in-law and mother-in-law attempted to hang her, she was somehow able to
escape from the house of in-laws and reached to her parent's house. Her parents reported
the case to the police and medical check-up was done. This case was under hearing in the
court and simultaneously in the caste panchayat of the village, but results were not in favour
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of her. Her parental family was facing physical, mental, financial harassment and the caste
panchayat pressurized her parental family to send her to the husband's house.
At that time her father comes to know about the family counseling centre and the forum's
role in it, they approached to the FCC and registered her case with FCC. Counselor of the
FCC did separate counseling with her and her father and later they met to her in-laws. Also,
they investigate with the neighbour of the in-laws about actual situation.
Since the beginning of project (November 2004) till March 2010 there were 1,113 cases
were registered with the FCC, out of 670 were solved, 172 were referred to the police
and court, 255 are under process, 14 cases were false and still 20 are unsolved.
As a result of counseling of FCC, these families have saved their money, time, efforts by
getting solution of their problems at FCC. “After all happiness is invaluable”. Otherwise,
they have to spend money in the form of legal fees to the advocate, efforts and time to
getting judgment from the court.
3.4.2 The Association of Strong Women Alone: (Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan)
The Ekal Nari Shakti Sangathan (The Association of Strong Women Alone) was formed in
the January 2000 as a follow up of the state level convention organized for widows from
different parts of Rajasthan. The number of poor women in Rajasthan who are “ekal” or
“single women” is estimated to be more than 15,00,000 – a conservative estimate. The task
of making an impact on the lives and changing the lives of the Poor Single Women,
statewide is very huge, but crucial. There are 2 major factors that have to be dealt with:
systemic government lethargy towards poor people’s problems, and entrenched social
customs. It takes a lot of persuasion for the government to move forward to make policies,
launch schemes or make amendments in rules that have an impact on the lives of poor
people. The social customs and traditions that for centuries have marginalized single women
are deeply entrenched in people. The pace of change is slow. But we have experienced that
only widows and separated women themselves can bring about change, and they are
moving fast!
It was in this meeting that the widow representatives from different districts decided that
there are other single women such as divorced, separated, women more than 35 years of
age who have never married, married women whose husbands are mentally unwell, bed
ridden etc, whose struggles and pains are almost same as widows, and should be included
in the Association. Recently, the Association has decided to address the issues of the single
women living with HIV/ AIDS.
Since beginning till now, the Sangathan is ever growing and becoming stronger. At present,
the Sangathan is working in 29 districts, 112 blocks and has a membership base of 31,084
members. With the inspiration from the Rajasthan Association of Strong Women Alone,
similar organizations have been formed in other states of the country. Main Activities of the
year are as follows:
Meetings: Members and leaders of the Association periodically meets at different level viz;
block, district and state to update --- on the NREGA about the separate job card for single
women, do appeal to add name in BPL list, information on the domestic violence Act, health,
widow remarriage, liquor policy of government etc. Group of single women did lobbying with
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the government departments to sort out the problems. The leaders of the Association
brought the cases at district level which were not been solved at the block level. District level
meetings were organized just before the state level meeting thrice (every four month) in a
year. The cases from block were presented to the district administration and did lobbying for
solving them. Three state level meetings
were organized in three different regions
of the state. During the state meeting
leaders shared the progress of each
district and inform about the new initiatives
taken by them, they were also informed
about the three days convention with
deserted women (95 nos) and shared the
findings of convention and research,
Widows are moving in a rally and demanding
experience shared by the participants was
for rights
surprised to all that they were being
exploited by the other family members, family treated them as maid, society treated them
inauspicious, and challenges still remain to consult the problems of deserted women within
the society, family, government etc and implement the schemes. The leaders of the
Association met to the State Secretary (Social Justice and Empowerment) Ms. Malvika
Panwar and handed over a petition about the widow pension, include names of widow in the
BPL list. They also met to the State Minister of Health with the demand of free checkup and
medicine for widows. Where, they received positive response on their demands.
The Association also decided about the audit of block level account so that Association
become strong and block level. Issue of launching of National Forum for Single Women was
also discussed in the state level meeting; they were informed about the objective of the
forum that we can raise the problems and voices single women to the Central Government.
Issue based committees have been formed to support and give strength to the Association
on food security, NREGA, land and property right related problems, provide resource etc.
During the discussion, it has also realized that training should organize for the committee
members to broaden perspective and deepen understanding on the issues, so that the
committee members can play their role effectively.
The central government issued orders about the widow pension which will Rs. 500/- per
month and old age person of age more than 75 years will Rs. 750/- per month. The present
members were also informed about the definition in order to whom the government
recognize the deserted women – all women who are divorced legally and who have received
order from the court; whose case under consideration with the court since last five years.
National level lobbying: Since centuries the society always marginalized the single women,
they face many problems due to financial dependence. They do work hard to take care of
themselves as well as of their children. Also, hope from the government that government
should ensure their rights to live life with dignity. After launching of the National Forum for
Single Women a group of leaders from the Association handed over a petition to the central
government:
1. We, Single Women should be recognized as an independent household unit and
should immediately be given separate Ration Cards. All poor Single Women should
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be added to the BPL list, irrespective of whether they are living in their natal or
marital home.
2. The Government of India should recognize deserted, abandoned, separated women
and present a policy for ensuring their rights.
3. Rules should be made such that state governments desiring support from the Union
Government have to remove the quota system in the implementation of government
schemes and programmes.
4. All poor Single Women should receive social security pension of Rs. 1000/- month.
5. Health care for Single Women 

Free health care for Single Women and their children should be ensured.



Disabled Single Women should have access to specialized health care and
should also be entitled to a special pension.



The Union Government should continue to make the First Line medicines for



HIV/AIDS available and should also make the Second Line Medicines for
HIV/AIDS available free of cost.

6. Single Women and access to land 

All Single Women, regardless of their religion, caste or class should have equal
rights to property, both in their natal and marital families.



At the time of registration of marriages the wife’s name should be added to the
land owned by the husband. In case of sale or transfer of land the consent of
women should be made a legal necessity.



If a woman is fighting a case for right over land then for the duration that the case
is being fought in the court possession of that land should be granted to the
woman.



Land should be allotted for building a house and for earning a living to all
homeless and landless single women.

7. An effective law like the Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act should also be passed and implanted for atrocities against Single
Women at the earliest.
8. Fast track courts should be set up at the block and the district level for timely justice
in the cases of violation of women’s rights.
9. There should be a separate budgetary allocation for single women.
10. In the 2011 Population Census, figures of separate categories of Single Women
should be recorded.
a. Widowed
b. Divorced
c. Separated, abandoned, deserted
d. Unmarried
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Trainings for Block Committee Members: Trainings were organized for the block committee
members to build their capacities and become self-reliant. In these trainings Block
Committee Members understand about the organization structure, its significance and
benefits. They also learned about the Right to Information Act, Protection of Women with the
help of Domestic Violence Act, government polices and schemes, NREGA, political and
administrative structures, health care and services, etc. They also learn about their role as
block committee members and the process of strengthening the Association at the village
level. During this training an exposure to the police station is scheduled for the women. The
objective of the visit is to know and understand the procedures of a police station. After the
visit most participants feel that they are not afraid of the police anymore and can approach
them in case they need their assistance.
Role plays are used to explore problems that Single Women face. The participants depict
their everyday issues through poignant and effective the role plays. From the role plays it is
understood that single women are vulnerable in society and therefore when a fellow sister
comes to the Block Committee meeting with her problem she should be given a fair and
sympathetic hearing. Members should understand the economic, social, caste and political
situation of the village and plan effective strategies to solve the problem.
In the trainings, the participants sing and celebrate the camaraderie of belonging to the
Association. They break traditional customs which stop single women from taking joy in life.
They apply henna on their hands and feet and stick bindis on each others’ foreheads. These
simple acts are a reaffirmation of life, of their status as human beings, and leave many of the
participants deeply moved. During the training at Jaisalmer one of the Association leaders
Mohini Bai said, “I have put on a bindi after 22 years & now I will never remove it.”
District Level Conventions: The Association
organizes four district level conventions for its
general members every year. The main objective of
the conventions is to get connected with general
members and to bring a new zest in them to fight
against injustice, social evil and to become aware
about their rights. Also, the aim is to enhance their
knowledge of government schemes so that they
may claim their rights and entitlements, and lives
their lives with dignity in the society.
Celebration of Women’s Empowerment Day: On,
June 01 ‘Women’s Empowerment Day’ was
celebrated with enthusiasm in the working area of
the Association. Women participated in rallies at
block and district level and raised issues related to
illegal attendance in NREGA, due payments,
irregularity in widow pension etc and handed over
the petitions to the SDOs/ District Collectors.

Garasia Woman speaking at
ENSS Members Camp

Audit of block level bank account of the Association: Block workers of the Association
conducted audit of the Association’s bank accounts in which members learnt about – how to
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maintain accounts, registers, and what the shortcomings in the bank passbooks are. They
also suggested members to maintain transparency in the accounts.
Food Security: Issues of single women like how drought condition and inflation are affecting
the families of single women were discussed in the workshop on food security and handed
over a charter of demand to the Administration.
Manni bai w/o Radha Kishan is a poor tribal woman lived in Ramtalai village near Mandana
of District Kota (Rajasthan). She approached to Kota cluster office on September 04, 2009
and described her problem to the workers and members of the ENSS that on April 17, 2009;
Anandilal Bairwa resident of Haripura village decoy me to Kota and moved in the city
through out the day pretense to fill application form for widow pension.
In the evening he took me into a room of lodge and said that today we didn't succeed, so we
will fill the form in the morning and then moved out of room. Later, at 9 PM he came to my
room in drunken position and raped me. He threatened me saying that if I will tell someone
he will kill my children and me. He sexually harassed me for many days. I didn’t told anyone
because of his threat; Then, I came to know about the working of Ekal Nari Shakti Sangthan
(Association of Single Women Alone) and approached to the Association and seeking
support. The block level workers has started action on it and enquired about the case in the
village and also cross checked with the witnesses came with her. The workers/ leaders
enquired in the lodge and verify the records of stay of her and Anandilal. With the support of
the Association, she filed a rape case against Anandilal in Nayapura police station of Kota
and she was kept under protection of ENSS workers and leaders till her statements were
recorded before the magistrate. Police took action against Anandilal by arresting him and
sent to imprisonment.
Munnai bai said if I contacted the ENSS before perhaps my reverence could safe. She
thanked to the ENSS about the support to her in getting justice. On the other side Anandilal
tried to demoralize the Association members but his efforts gone waste. (This case is still
under hearing with court)
Understanding Issues of Muslim women: For a long time now the Association has felt the
need to pay special attention to issues of Muslim women. Hence, with the aim to increase
understanding and knowledge about issues of Muslim women the Association has made an
effort to connect with nation-wide movements of Muslim women and other networks. The
Association has been participating in meetings, workshops and trainings of these networks
and movements. The workshop aimed at improving the understanding of Patriarchy, of
feminism, communalism and caste based oppression. Members from the Association took
part in meetings, workshop of Muslim Women
From the discussions in the meeting it came out that the main problems of Muslim women
are poverty, unemployment, domestic violence, mental tension, health problems, lack of
knowledge of their rights and the capacity to claim them, lack of education, insecurity, and
growing substance abuse in the community.
Separated Women’s Convention: “We deserted women are like that tree, which stands
tall in fierce heat. Everybody wants the shade, but nobody gives support.” The thought
was expressed by a participant at the separated women’s. In the three day convention the
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participants explored issues that separated women have to face. It was seen how is the
condition of separation affected by other variables like caste, religion, age and region. The
problems that came to the fore were lack of respect from the family and the society, being
seen with suspicion, no access to economic resources, no social or legal recognition to their
state of vulnerability, delay in getting justice from the courts, loneliness, exploitation,
constant mental stress and physical ailments and the worst was being held to blame for their
separated status. The convention that marked the start of the Association in 1999, held in
Bassi was attended by 450 widows, but today after ten years separated women are an
integral part of the Association. The aim of the convention was for the Association to get an
insight into the issues of Separated Women, which can inform the strategies that the
Association devises to deal with these problems.
Publication:


Pamphlet “Knowledge about the Women Law” description and details about the different
sections of Act about the women in the Constitution of India



Pamphlet “Democratic Judiciary of India” details about the structure different level of
Judiciary and types of cases



Newsletter "Voice of Single Women" (Ekal Nari Ki Aawaz) is quarterly regular publication
and distributing among the members of the Association. A new column named "Our
Voice" (Apni Aawaj) also added in the newsletter in which member can share their songs, poems, story, picture etc



Publication of roles and regulation of the Association, pamphlet on PRI.

Link to government scheme: The Association linked the members to the various schemes of
the Association viz; widow pension, oldage pension, grant for marriage of widow's daughter,
job cards for NREGA, counseling of domestic violence, pension to physically handicapped,
Palanhar scheme, handpump installation, repair of defunct hand pumps, death certificates,
distribution of clothes to poor single women etc.
Impact of Work: The efforts resulted in that National Forum for single women established to
raise the issue of single women at national level. A small group of Association did lobbying
to the central government to increase widow pension – which has been increased from Rs.
400 to now Rs. 500, change in provision of minimum age of widow’s son from 18 to 25 years
and land size (earlier it was 5 bigha) limit removed, widow remarriage promotion amount
increased from Rs. 10,000 to Rs, 15,000. Also, social changes can be seen – widow
members are wearing colourful clothes, sticking bindi on forehead, participating and
performing all functions in the marriages of their own children etc.
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During the year the Association helped 1003 widows to get Rs. 48,14,400 as widow
pension; 448 oldage women to get Rs. 21,50,400 as oldage pension; 37 divorced
women to get Rs. 1,77,600 and 83 physically handicapped women to get Rs. 3,98,400
as pension. Likewise; under pannadhay scheme 110 women to get Rs. 38,50,000,
Widow Palanhar scheme 753 women received Rs. 60,99,300 for care taking of
children.
Many members of the Association received special rewards for contribution towards the
single women in the society.
As part of the steps towards self-sufficiency, a Society was registered under the Societies
Registration Act – the Organization of Strong Women Alone, Ekal Nari Shakti Sansthan,
registered in 2002. If and when needed, the registered body can be used for fund-raising, or
other work that requires a legal entity.
3.5 The Tribal Rights Resource Unit:
Astha has realized to share its experiences with the tribal People's Organizations and
Voluntary Organizations working in other parts of Rajasthan. Astha working of broader
issues like; rights of tribal on the livelihood resources, implementation of the Act mentioned
in the Constitution of India, PESA Act, and Forest Rights Act etc. Need has been felt to add
more organizations to broaden the issues. Practically, Astha as an organization is not been
able to work directly through out the Rajasthan on tribal issues. The Unit was established
with the objective to provide support and guidance to the People's Organizations to become
independent and sustainable, support to the tribal POs for execution of their work plans and
facilitate them to form a State Level Tribal Rights Forum. The Unit works with a strategy to
work with the grass root level POs for implementation of laws, acts, schemes, policy
influencing, which affect the tribals. Some of the activities which were carried out by the Unit
are as given below:
Capacity building events for leadership development: Trainings were organized for first line
and second line leaders of the tribal People's Organizations to develop their understanding
on present socio-economic situations and how PO leaders can contribute in the present
scenario. After trainings, they became clear on office/ administration, review & evaluation of
work and role of the worker. Workshop on lobbying and advocacy was organized with the
aim -- how to identify issue in their respective working area and make it as public issue for
advocacy; to understand the process of public advocacy. The participants practiced the
process of the advocacy, rights based advocacy and public centered advocacy; and became
aware about it. Training of Trainers (ToT) was organized with the objective to understand the
different modes of training -- training need assessment, role of facilitator, monitoring and
evaluation etc. The present participants practiced by doing group work, discussion, role-play,
game, and debates etc. Training programme was organized for the core members of the
coordinating committee of People's Organizations with the objective to develop
understanding on need and importance of the coordinating committee, selection process of
the members, roles of the members, decision process and clarification on budget and
accounting of the People's Organization.
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Activities

Participants

Women Leadership training (second line leaders)

23

Men Leadership training (second line leaders)

29

3 days Workshop on Lobbying and Advocacy

31

4 days Training on writing skill

23

4 days Training of Trainers

24

Process of Management and Self-Sufficiency in the People's Organizations: Training of core
members of the coordinating committee was organized with the aim to develop
understanding about the importance of coordinating committee, decide the selection process
of members, to understand role of member, to understand budget and accounting of the
POs. Another, training was organized for members of the support society (Support Societies
were formed and registered with each of the People's Organizations associated with Astha).
Role of the support society is to fulfill legal requirement (PAN, TAN, 80G, 12A and
preparation for availing foreign grant), provide financial and other managerial support to the
PO. The Chartered Accountant has provided resource on the importance of audit and its
requirements. Also, discussion was held on active membership, conducting meeting, office
management, record keeping etc. Training on enhancing accounting skill was organized with
the main objective to prepare the workers of POs on need of accounting and how to do
preparation for the audit. The POs workers became clearer about the accounts work and
understanding has been developed on audit points.
Activities

Participants

3 days training of core members of coordinating committee

33

3 days training for the members of support society

23

Work on Tribal Self-Rule: Follow-up review meeting was organized with the representatives
of the area where no TSR activities conducted and planning was done to extend the villages
under Tribal Self-Rule concept. Representatives from various organizations of Southern
Rajasthan gave final shape to the byelaws of PESA Act in a meeting; and plan to give it to
the Governor and tribal ministers of the State.
3 day state level training programme was organized to take forward the process of tribal selfrule under PESA Act. The objective behind organizing the training programme was to
develop deeper understanding on tribal self-rule, to understand the different in PESA Act
and Panchayat Raj Act and understand the process of implementing PESA Act. What are
the powers of the village assembly, how the process can be strengthen?
Astha alongwith the POs filed a writ petition in the Rajasthan High Court demanding from
state government to form rules under the PESA Act. The High Court issued a notice to the
Rajasthan state government for notification of PESA Act and frame rules. The state
government presented the draft rules in the court and will refine further. The writ was
dismissed by the Rajasthan High Court but we and the People’s Organsiations are not
happy with the order. We have prepared a strategy in association with the POs that village
assemblies should issue notices to the different departments for minor forest produce
collection, small water units, mining of non-minerals etc.
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Evolution of Tribal Rights Forum: The Tribal Rights Resource Unit did efforts with the tribal
People's Organizations of Rajasthan and Voluntary Organizations to collectively take
forward the process of raising the issues and problems of tribals at the state level, do
lobbying for policy changes in constitutional rights of tribals, take legal action if required etc.
There are tribal POs associated with Astha and 23 other voluntary organizations working (in
11 districts of Rajasthan) on tribal issues came together to form the Tribal Rights Forum.
These efforts resulted in evolution of the Tribal Rights Forum which was formally launched in
March 2010.

Woman leader speaking on the occasion of launching evenet of the Tribal Rights Forum

The members of the Forum prepared strategy to work collectively on the issues like; rights
on natural resources (water, land and forest), displacement from land, employment,
establish the concept of tribal self-rule, equal opportunity for education of tribals, social evils,
food security etc through the Tribal Rights Forum. They formally approved the management
and organizational structures and a committee has been formed on the basis of
representation of each People's Organization.
Publication: The Tribal Rights Resource Unit developed and published different booklet,
resource books on – booklet on tribal self rule, tribal movements in Rajasthan; resource
booklet containing information about the work and contact details of department, nigam,
organizations, ministries, and commissions; Our Legal Rights; PESA module and periodic
publication of Halkara – news, information, cases of the tribal PO in southern Rajasthan.
3.6 Tribal People’s Organizations:
3.6.1 The Tribal Development Forum: (Adivasi Vikas Manch)
The Tribal Development Forum (TDF) was formed in Kotra block of District Udaipur in year
1993 by the People's Organisations working (in four blocks) on rights based approach. The
thought behind formation of the forum was to bring together the poor, marginalized; identify
potential leaders and develop their leadership quality so that they can fight for the rights of
poor, marginalized. At present, the forum is working in Kotra, Jhadol and Pindwara blocks of
Udaipur and Sirohi districts and there are 6567 members (out of women 2759) in the
organisation. To fulfill the objective - the forum is engaged to take up the process of
establishing the process of tribal self rule and declaration of village assemblies as village
republics, strengthen the village assemblies to establish control over livelihood resources
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etc. work on all the issues affects the tribal community of the Southern Rajasthan. Some of
them are highlighted below:
Migrant Labourers: People from Kotra and nearby tribal area migrate to the Gujarat in search
of labour work mostly in the agriculture fields and construction sites, where they were
harassed/ exploited by the farm owners/ contractors and sometimes by the police also. The
forum did special efforts to stop the child labourers to keep them away to work in the BT
Cotton fields of Gujarat and provided support to the labourers so that they can protect from
exploitation. 93 farm labourers were appointed after the written agreement between the
farm owner and the labour, now they are able to negotiate or denied if the farm owner
asks them to do the work beyond the agreement (like; household work, care of
livestock, cutting grass etc.).
During July 2009, when school
reopened for studies and children of
the age group 6-14 years mostly
migrate from the Southern Rajasthan
in search of work as labour in the BT
Cotton fields of Northern Gujarat.
These children work in cotton fields in
adverse conditions; they work for
atleast 16-17 hours in a day, owners
provide food in less quantity, no
arrangement of treatment if they fall
sick, they have to adjust in small size
of temporary cells etc. The Forum in
collaboration with the Administration
Team of police and AVM persons grabbed vehicles and
relseased the child labours

started campaign to stop child
migration. A mobile team was
formed to keep eye on the vehicles (jeeps) carrying children and team grabbed such 7
vehicles and 59 children were released and later these children were linked with the
government run campaign "Education to All" (Sarva Shiksha Abhiyan). Also, the
forum in collaboration with the Block Education Officer (Primary Education) surveyed
and found 76 children left the study and went to Gujarat, forum representatives
convinced their parents that whenever they return home they must link the children to
residential camps for the child labourers.
Milan Mela: The Tribal Development Forum (Adivasi Vikas Manch) organised annual
convention of tribal people in the form of Milan Mela. Special discussion was held on the
Fundamental Rights of tribals. Current issues like; this year drought condition, proper
implementation of the Forest Rights Act, establishing measurement system in the NREGA,
Tribal Self-Rule, education etc in the programme. Honorable Judge of Rajasthan High Court
presented as Chief Guest in the programme. While addressing to the audience he told that
the government passed many Acts which are in favour of tribals but most of them were not
implemented properly due lack of information/ awareness. Tribals need to get organised and
must aware about their rights.
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Forest Rights Act: The Forum worked to complete 4580 files of the claimants who were
having possession of land in the forest area and took receipts of submission from the Forest
Rights Committees. The forum has also organised trainings for the committee, these
committees started working actively after the training and did physical verification of land of
the families having possession before December 13, 2005. The Forum has organised public
hearings for seeking cooperation from the Administration in implementation of the Act in the
Wild Life Sanctuary. Physical verification has started as a result of these public hearings and
claim files were submitted to the Sub-Divisional Officer.
Gularam of the village Torna in Kotra block rescued honey from the custody of police by
using the clause 2(Gha) of Minor Forest Produce under Section 3(1) of the Forest Rights
Act. This was one live example that created awareness among tribal people of the area
about the right of minor forest produce in the Act.
In another case of Devla area in Kotra block the Forum issued a notice to the Forest
Department under Section-7 of the Forest Rights Act because the department was not
getting involved in the process of physical verification.

3.6.2 The Tribal Women Awareness Society: (Adivasi Mahila Jagruti Samiti)
The Tribal Women’s Awareness Society is working in Jhadol and Girwa Blocks of Udaipur
District for last 14 years, and they have been working on the issues of gender equality,
violence against women, women empowerment. A “Women’s Court” started in the Society
to bring quick and just decisions in matter brought to it, by tribal women in the area. This
women’s court operates as part of the work of the Social Reform Committee, and also, the
members meet (15/ 30 of every month) twice in a month to plan for needed changes in
social customs like; reducing expenditure of marriages, and reducing the amounts of “bride
price” (dappa).
The various issues that the Society has been working on recently include: claiming land
rights for homestead on Forest land, implementation of the Employment Guarantee Act,
Tribal Self-Rule, community grazing land management, income generating activities for
women groups etc.
At present, the Society is working in 106 villages of 34 village council area (Gram
Panchayat) in Jhadol and Girwa blocks of Udaipur District. The membership of the society is
5708 women, and there are 80 village/ panchayat level, 15 block level and 5 district level
leaders in the Society. Different capacity building events (trainings/ meetings) were
organized for the leadership development. 27 women of the society area contest for
village council and ward council in the local self-government election and out 16 win.
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Social Reform Committee: The Tribal
Women’s
Awareness
Society
established a structure named “Social
Reform Committee” (Samaj Sudhar
Sangh) for resolving the violence against
women and other social disputes related
to property, domestic violence, beating,
kidnapping, witch etc. People from the
Jhadol area presents in the schedule
meetings (15th and 30th of every month)
and put their problem in written or
verbally before the Committee. The
committee
does
hear,
consult,
View of case hearing in the meeting of Social Reform
investigate and resolve the problems
Committee
(except the murder cases). After hearing
the problem from the first party, the committee deputes two-three members to visit and
enquire about the cases from both the sides and call again in the next meetings to discuss
and after discussion they resolve the cases. This year, 56 cases were brought to the
Social Reform Committee and out of 50 cases were resolved at the committee level
and remaining 6 cases are under process. Other then this police took help of the
committee in resolving 3 cases which were registered with the police.
Tribal Self-Rule: The Society is creating awareness among community about the tribal selfrule and helping them to get organized village assemblies to declare the village under Tribal
Self-Rule. The villagers are putting foundation stone as an initial step and start working on
the 11 points agenda described in the PESA Act4. This year, 3 new village assemblies have
been formed and 11 in total where foundation has been established and there is liquor sell
prohibition in the 13 villages, people are not using liquor in social functions.
Forest Rights Act: The Society gave attention to process the individual and community claim
files (under the Forest Rights Act) and did lobbying to the Administration (Forest
Department, Sub Divisional Office); organized public hearing events, sit-ins etc. for better
implementation of the Forest Rights Act. The Society did efforts with the forest rights
committees for verification and recommendation of the claims to the Sub-Divisional Level
Committee. A total of 3619 claims files for the families prepared and out of 3340 files were
submitted to the Forest Rights Committee, out of physical verification was done for 2890 files
and 2766 claims were presented in the village assemblies, out of 1495 claims were rejected
and 1281 were forwarded to the Sub-Divisional Committee. Till now, 969 families received
land titles. The society is doing efforts to made appeal for the rejected files. 15 villages
presented claim files for the community rights.
During public hearing 34 files were drawn from the Chairperson of the Forest Rights
Committee which was hold back by him and Ranger of the Forest Department assured the
people to take action against him. Under Tribal Self-Rule; gram sabha meetings were
4

PESA – Panchayat Extension to the Schedule Area. It is remarkable for providing vast and wide‐ranging
powers to the people’s council (gram sabha) in Schedule V Areas.
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organized, formation of new committees and demarcation was done for the declared
villages.
NREGA: Efforts were made to improve the NREGA implementation like; helped the
community for job application (1125 families), account opening, job cards for 12 families,
helped 30 people to apply for participation in the mate training, regularized due payments in
2 village council area etc. helped 260 families to open account in the LAMPS5. 565 families
were able to receive 100 days of work as efforts of the society. Also, helped to the 5 families
to submit proposal for well construction in the village assembly and getting approval.
Food Security: The Society did efforts for food security to strengthen the Public Distribution
Shops. Members of the Society are doing monitoring of PDS shops, helping APL families to
purchase food grain from PDS shops and monitoring of anganwadi centers. As a result of
efforts of the society, services improved in 11 PDS, 12 Anganwari and Mid Day Meal in
15 schools.
Other Efforts: The Society helped the people to get benefits from government welfare
schemes – Janani Suraksha Yojana (Promoting institutional delivery), benefits by availing
'No Dues’ certificates from banks, widow pension forms, vaccination of pregnant women
etc.
Benefit from the government schemes

Nos.

‘No Dues’ Certificates from Bank

119

Oldage pension of women

34

Scheme for promotion of Safe
Delivery (Janani Suraksha Yojna)

Institutional

48

Vaccination to women

132

Appeal to include names in BPL list

142

Helped families for handpump repairing

14
handpumps

Benefit to the helpless families

25

Handicapped pension

1

Linked the leftover girls to school

52

Admission of orphan children in the hostel

4

Jagruti Mela: The Society organizes one big event every year in the name of Jagruti Mela or
an Awareness Fair. The major objectives of the Jagruti Mela were; sharing the work done by
the Society. This year Jagruti Mela was organized on the 30-31st of December 2009 and
around 1500 women members of the Society and other people from the surrounding areas
participated in the event. There was an exhibition elaborating different aspects like;
government schemes, health, education, rights of women, agriculture, NREGA, Forest
Rights Act, Tribal Self-Rule etc.
5

LAMPS – Large Area Multi‐Purpose Society
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The State Minister of youth and games - Sh Mangilal Garasiya was the Chief Guest and
District Council Chairperson - Sh. Keval Chand Labana as Special Guest of the fair. While
addressing the audience, he emphasized that girls must educated for development of the
next generation and group should do regular saving for financial strength of women. The
District Council Chairperson do favour of the social audit of NREGA works and said that the
community have right to know about the utilisation of public money in developmental works.
He also said that proper implementation of the laws and the Acts that prevent women from
violence and atrocities, and ensures them justice, is mandatory.
Women-Police Dialogue: With the aim to reduce the fear of the Police in women, the society
organizes ‘Dialogue with the Police’ once in the year. 300 women participated in the
dialogue. Police personnel gave information about remedies to deal with the violence against
women, physical and mental atrocities, how to file a First Information Report (FIR) with
police, and women’s rights with regard to the law. The police personnel promised to support
and express sensitivity towards women.
Impact of the Society Work: The Tribal Women's Awareness Society now working beyond its
agenda of problems/ issues of tribal women i.e. it is not only working for the tribal women's
issues but also working on tribal issues. It is actively involved in implementation of the Forest
Rights Act, formation of village assemblies under PESA Act; help the people to access work
of 100 days under NREGA, preparing leaders/ people to contest in local self-government
election. Efforts were made to develop second line leadership so that they can take up the
responsibilities. At present, it is working in three tribal blocks of Udaipur District and Social
Reform Committee is a forum where successful efforts were made to solve issues/ problems
related social conflicts, violence against women etc.
3.6.3 The Godward Tribal Association: (Godward Adivasi Sangthan)
The Gordward Tribal Association was formed in 1999, and is confined to membership of
Adivasis and Dalits in the upper caste dominated area of Pali District. In year 1999, there
was drought condition and people of the area faced problem of employment, water, food
grain, also, there was scarcity of water and fodder for the livestock. The tribal and local
people of the two blocks of Pali district were (Desuri and Bali) organized and demanded for
employment and drinking water. They realized the importance of the Association that it is the
medium for sustainable development and formed the Gorward Tribal Association on
September 09, 1999. Initially, the Association focused it work on drought proofing and raise
demand to the administration, and other donors, government, agencies for grain, water,
employment, fodder.
The Association is working in 83 villages of two blocks, with membership of 1,850 members
(out of 766 are women). 17 leaders (13 women and 4 men) at the panchayat level and 4
men leaders are at the block level in the association. 22 members renewed their
membership in the Association.
NREGA: Efforts were made by the Association to strengthen the implementation of NREGA.
Initiate the process of application for job, getting receipt of application, handed over petition
to SDO for due payments and oppose the irregularities in the works. The process of applying
for work in NREGA started in 7 village councils with the help of the Association. 33 new job
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cards were issued to the families, people of the area are getting wage rate between Rs. 8595 and mates are getting more than 100 days of work.
Land Rights: Efforts were made to get the land rights like; process the claims through
organizing common meetings; getting approval in the village assembly, filing appeals were
made at Sub-Divisional and District Level etc.
The Association helped 487 families to file claims for land titles under the Forest Rights Act,
out of 16 claims were rejected in the village assemblies, 220 claim files were rejected by the
Sub-Divisional Level Committee. The Association took these rejected claims in appeal
process for 16 claims to the Sub-Divisional Committee and other 22 to the District Level
Committee. Also, the Association did lobbying to the Sub-Divisional Level Committee and
District Level Committee. This year, a total of 278 families received land titles as result
of efforts of the Association and due to cooperative attitude of the District Collector.
172 farmers dug wells on the revenue waste land (Bilnam6) near their farm lands, the
matter was brought into notice to the District Collector and the District Collector
instruct the officers (SDO, Patwari) in consultation with the Association to do physical
verification. As a result, all these wells were recorded with the farmland owners. Now,
they can avail government schemes e.g. agriculture loan, grants etc
Maximum youths of the area do work of stone carving and due to lack of availability of work
at local level they used to migrate Metro Cities (Puna, Ahmedabad, Chennai) and work of
stone carving on comparatively less wage rates, they approached to the District Collector in
consultation with the Association and discussed their problems. District Collector assured
them to allot land, provide electricity connection and tools for promotion of stone carving art.
The Association took this proposal in the village council and revenue staff and
tehsildar did physical verification and 12 bigha (bigha is a local unit to measuring land
i.e. 100 square meter) land in Koyalvav village council was allotted for this.
Food Security: Disseminated the information about the ration card system through meetings
of consumer groups. The Association handed over a petition to the SDO for considering 208
families of 10 villages in the BPL list.
Last year, the Association worked for monitoring of 15 Public Distribution Shops (PDS) and
this year 15 more shops were taken for monitoring. Each village has a consumer group
comprising of 5-8 people to monitor the shop. Training was organized for such 15 consumer
groups to develop understanding on the arrangement of the ration system and process of
monitoring. These consumer groups are organizing village level meetings, in which they are
discussing the public distribution system, mid-day-meal, anganwadi and also about the
NREGA works. Impact as a efforts of these consumer groups – sign boards were
placed outside the shops, shop dealers are providing ration on demand, arbitrariness
of the ration dealers has been reduced.
Leadership development: At present, there are two (one men and one women) leaders at
district level; 18 leaders (10 Men, 8 Women) at block level and 30 leaders (15 Men and 15
Women) at Gram Panchayat Level in the Association. Two days workshop was organized
6

the revenue land which is not classified under any category
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with 60 youths (men and women both) to increase understanding on NREGA, Right to
Information, government schemes The Junior Engineer from the block level office also took
part in the workshop. As a part of strengthening the Association -- purchased a piece of
land for office construction, one of the worker is taking care of daily routine works of
office, increase in membership etc.
Annual Convention: The Association celebrates it annual event as Gordward Mela (Annual
Convention). A total of around 1500
members participated in the fare. The
leaders presented the report of annual
activities held in the working area of the
Association. The Member of Parliament,
District Collector, Tehsildar and SubDivisional Officer were present in the
programme. The District Collector of Pali
handed over land titles to the 91 families
District collector and MP of Pali is conferring land and assured to the other families that
titles to the tribal families
they will receive land titles in next two
months.
Impact of work: The Association is having its identity at district level; the District Collector of
Pali visited the area of the Gorward Association and instructed the concerned officers to pay
special attention to the problems of the tribals. The District Administration is accepting
advice of the Association representatives and the maximum decisions of the Forest Right
Claims were given in favour of claimant, which is an important success of the Association.
Overall situation of the Association has improved in compare to earlier situation. Initially,
Astha faced many problems to establish the Association in Bali area but now situation is
improving. Although, expansion of the Association is not upto the expected level but
leadership is strengthened and women leadership comes up. Now, leaders of the
Association are moving towards self-sufficiency e.g. they are capable to put up issues at
district level, slowly-slowly they are doing the work independently and will take forward the
decision making processes.
3.6.4 The Jarga Area Development Society: (Jarga Kshetriya Vikas Samiti)
The Society was established in 1997, with the objective to help the adivasis/ tribals in
Kumbalgarh Block of Rajsamand District to improve their conditions, and to ensure the rights
of unorganised adivasis in the area of “Jarga”. The tribals of this area are cut off from the
mainstream of development, because of lack of education and awareness. Many influential
people and government officials try to exploit them in many ways. Kumbalgarh Block has a
large tribal population, unlike the rest of Rajsamand District, and the difficult and remote
geography has contributed to the lack of attention to tribal issues there. The tribal population
in Kumbalgarh Block is 29%. Because the tribal population is in the minority, the upper
castes of the area try to take advantage of them. The Society was formed to stop
exploitation, and to ensure the human rights of the tribal in the Block. Kumbalgarh Block is a
MADA tribal area, and on paper, there are some benefits for the tribal people of MADA
areas, but in facts, the benefits are noteworthy by their absence! That is another reason why
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the Society was formed – to strengthen the position and knowledge of the tribal people of the
area, about laws, schemes, systems, and to access the resources and benefits that are
available to them. The Society has also allowed them to experience the effectiveness of
collective action.
Working Area: 139 Villages, in 27 Village Council Areas in Kumbalgarh Block of Rajsamand
District, and in addition, there are 6 Villages in 3 Village Council areas associated in the
Saira area in Gogunda Block of Udaipur District. There are total 6,334 members (out of
which 815 are women) in the society; 16 men and 11 women leaders at village/ Panchayat
level; at block level five leaders (out of 1 women) and one man leader at district associated
with the society.
Forestland: the Society made an attempt to receive land right papers and 150 families
received land right papers and the Society is doing follow-up for process of the remaining
claims. Under NREGA the Society made efforts to stop irregularities and helped people for
effective implementation of the Act. Helped 290 labourers to receive the due payment,
opened bank account, new job cards, exposed corruption in payment, and helped 56
families to apply for individual land development.
The Society made efforts for declaration of the area under TADA (Tribal Area Development
Agency). Organized two days training programme for tribal youths, leaders and the
representatives on legal aspects of land rights, right to survival with dignity, right to food and
right to work. Members of the Society participated in the state level meeting to broaden the
issue of declaring the area under TADA. Also, tribal people gathered in the form of meeting
to oppose the atrocities of the Forest Department and Police.
Food Security: The Society organised local meetings to make aware the people of the area
how to improve the Public Distribution System shops and informed the Administration about
the problems of the people in receiving commodities from the fare price shops. In one case
there was no change in the attitude of the ration dealer even after pressure from the
people then the leaders of the Society collected blank ration cards and shown to the
Sub-Divisional Officer. The SDO took immediate action against the ration dealer and
suspended license of the ration dealer, which made an impact on the other ration
dealers of the area. Now, the ration dealers are providing ration on time and in
sufficient quantity.
Education: 51 tribal girls participated in the seven months condensed residential education
course. 26 girls cleared class fifth exam; out of it, 20 were admitted in the Ashram School
and remaining 6 were admitted in the village school. The Society received application of 70
girls and the coordination committee will select 60 girls for the next camp.
Campaign to release the mortgaged fruit plants: The Society surveyed the families whose
fruit plants (mango, blueberries, etc) were mortgaged 20-30 years back with the
moneylenders and these families are interested to release their fruit trees from the grip of
moneylenders.
Overall situation: The leaders of the Society not in position to take responsibilities of the
Society due to political interference. There is a problem with the leaders of the Society --
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how to come up from this problem and this is a challenge how the society works
independently.
3.6.5 The Vagad Labourers and Farmers Association: (Vagad Mazdoor Kisan Sangthan)
The Vagad Labourers and Famers’ Association was formed in year 1997 in Dungarpur
District, and at present, it is working in 4 blocks of Dungarpur District and 5 blocks of
Banswara District. The Association is working in 506 villages, having membership of 18,321.
The Vagad is a Bhil tribal area, and comes under the Schedule V Areas.
While formulating the objectives of the Association, it was through that it would work
basically on the issues of tribal labourers and farmers, and would establish Tribal Self Rule
in the area, under the PESA Act. It was thought that the new Association would work for
widespread awareness among people, to strengthen the Village Assemblies/ Gram Sabhas.
The Village Assemblies are working on the issues of solving disputes and exercising control
over natural resources.
Activities: What the Association carried out during this year:
Tribal Self-Rule: Under tribal Self-Rule, the Association activated the existing 92 village
assemblies, formed new village assemblies and village level committees, the regional
councils (Kshetriya Parishads) took decisions to strengthen the gram sabhas, made efforts
to declare the area under drought, verification of forest rights claims, organize meeting of
village assemblies, write proposal and forward the proposal to the village council. People
became aware by attending the village assemblies; in general meeting proposals of
development works has been included in the yearly work plan of the village council
from 12 village assemblies. 120 village councils raised the issues of inequality, 4 new
regional councils were formed and raising the issues of the region, 65 village
assemblies worked on the four issues like; solving the social conflicts, monitoring of
development works, monitoring the works of ANM, Patwari, agriculture supervisor,
teacher, anganwadi centre etc and prepare plan for the development. 30 village
assemblies took resolution to resolve the drinking water problem to dug new
handpump and submit their resolution to the department through village councils.
Village assemblies also monitored the 20 fair price shops (PDS) and took 25 schools
to monitor the mid-day-meal arrangement.
65 new village assemblies has been formed and established foundation stone
(“Shilalekh”), these village assemblies are organizing meetings; keeping registers of
minutes of meetings etc.
NREGA: The Association did efforts for better implementation of NREGA. Under NREGA the
Association helped the families (3,820) to apply for job, availing new job cards (67), helped
labourers (4,260) to receive due labour payment, 780 mates were trained in two blocks of
District Dungarpur out of which 210 were women. Found 6 fake muster rolls (the formats
used by the Administration under which the labour work recorded) during the social
audit in one of the gram sabha and exposed corruption of Rs. 1.17 lakhs. The inquiry
is under progress.
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Due to monitoring of village assemblies on model village councils – group basis work,
measurement
basis
payment system people
received Rs. 88-97 per
day and in some area of
the Association people
completed 90-98 days
and in some places
people completed 100
days in NREGA.
Foot
marches
were
organiased
during
December 07-19, 2009 in
four blocks. In which 9
teams moved in village to
village. They did public Awareness march on NREGA is moving in the village of VMKS
contact, street meetings etc
to create awareness on the following points:
-

Develop understanding on the inequality

-

Elect eligible candidate in the village council election

-

Do preparation in consultation with the leaders

-

4040 families applied in the NREGA during the food march

-

400 claims files for forest rights were prepared

-

700 people start work in the NREGA

Right to Information: The Association demanded information from the Administration about
the forest rights claims, land lease papers, and list of claims which were cancelled. 110
farmers received 'No Dues' certificates and many others received due loan details from the
bank. Three leaders received information about fake muster rolls in village councils and as a
result an effort of the leaders’ enquiry is under process to take action against the involved
person.
Food Security: Services have been improved as a result of regular monitoring of Public
Distribution System (PDS) shops (9), mid day meal in schools (22) and anganwadi (15).
Opening of PDS shops and providing wheat, rice, sugar, kerosene on time and in sufficient
quantity; anganwadi centres where village assemblies did monitoring so that adolescent
girls, pregnant women and children are getting the nutrition food in time.
Work on Forest Rights Act: Under the Forest Rights Act, processing the claims -- The
Association identified and prepared claim files of 6750 families and handed over to the forest
rights committees, which are physically verified by the committees and forwarded to the or
the claims. Till now, 4041 families received land right papers in the working area of the
Association.
Due to awareness on forest land people’s movement, understanding has been developed of
the village assemblies on community rights; they realized the importance of getting fodder
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from the forest, grazing cattle, collecting non-timber minor forest produces. A total of 65
community claims has been submitted to the village council level and Sub-Divisional
Committee. 15 village assemblies have installed information board claiming about the
community rights.
Dialogue with the political parties: During the central election the Association organized
dialogue with the leaders of the political parties (Independent and Bahujan Samajwadi party)
on the occasion of world labour day (May 01) in which around 375 men women participated
Access to other government schemes: 19 women were benefited from the scheme for safe
institutional delivery (Janani Surakhsa Yojana), helped 128 old age persons to fill-up pension
forms and out of which 75 are receiving the old age pension & widows (10) to fill up the
application forms and in availing the pension, defunct hand pumps were repaired and new
hand pumps were installed. 30 mini anganwadi and 15 new anganwadi centres were
initiated with the help of the Association, 3 families benefited with family help scheme.
Strengthening the Association: This year membership has been increased by 705 members
out of which 40% are women members. Till now there are 18321 members in the
Association. 4 men and 3 women leaders have gain the capacity to conduct coordination
committee meeting, training, general body meeting etc. 5 women and 12 men leaders have
been prepared to take the issues of the area to District Level, 14 women and 64 men leaders
at block and 15 women and 62 men at regional level. District level leaders are able to
present the problems in every district level, government department like; organize rally, sitins, handing over petitions etc. The support society of the Association has been activated
and added new members in the executive committee.
3.7 The People's Education and Cultural Resource Unit:
Astha started the work of “People’s Education” with the crash, condensed, residential
courses in literacy for the leaders of People’s Groups and Organizations. We reasoned
that leaders are probably brighter than average, are highly motivated for literacy since they
know the dependency they face, and the limitations, of being illiterate and being a leader of
an organization. The women’s leadership was strong, but we felt that it would be even
stronger if the leaders were literate. So, the crash, condensed, residential literacy courses
were developed, and have proved extremely effective in enabling the women leaders to pick
up functional literacy skills at about a fifth class level. Another need felt do mass awareness
efforts started around the NREGA, Forest Rights Act, the Unit trained cultural education
teams to promote awareness about the causes through song, street theatre, puppetry,
slogans and other cultural means.
Astha and the Tribal Development Forum in Kotra Block, bring forward the 7-month crash
condensed residential course for tribal girls ages 9 – 14 who had never gone to
school. Earlier, the government's Lok Jumbish Programme supported this programme but
the tribal people of the area realized that girls' education effort, which effectively prepares
the girls to enter class 6 in the government school system and they wanted it to continue and
With Astha’s help, the courses have continued. Astha has now begun looking at other
issues of tribal children’s education – drop-outs, the failure rates in passing class 10 and
class 12 examinations, the quality of education, the appropriateness of the curriculum, and
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the need to supplement the curriculum with additions from tribal culture. The new dimension
of the work, which has expanded is the issue of quality education of tribal children.
Literacy Courses: ‘Literacy Courses’ for orientation of PO leaders was organized for all the
candidates who wanted to enroll in
this course. 75 persons from various
People’s Organizations participated
in this program. The objectives of
the course were discussed and the
levels as well as the structure were
also explained. A baseline was also
taken for all of them and then they
were enrolled. In addition 25 other
people also attended the orientation.
38 people can be said to have
completed the course with success
Women leaders are practising the lesson learnt during
as they have acquired the highest
the litercy course
level of competency expected i.e.
they are able to read and write small stories, letters etc and can do all the four basic
operations like addition, subtraction, multiplication and division. They can do basic accounts
for their organization or SHG if asked to do so. 33 people have reached the medium
competency level. They can read and write words and small sentences with support and are
able to do simple addition and subtraction. They are able to identify numbers from 1 -1000,
and rest 28 persons are still at a very basic level. They are able to identify alphabets, they
can also identify numbers till 100 and read and write few simple words including their own
name.
Work on Improving the Reach of Quality Education to Tribal Children: Discourse on
Education
with
the
People’s
Organizations shall be done with the
aim of enhancing understanding on
the current and relevant educational
issues and concerns among the
members of the local People’s
Organizations to ensure their
proactive role. The issues that were
discussed in the workshops and
meeting were based on various
aspects of quality education like
what is meant by education? Why it
is important? What is the role of
education in a democratic country Children are preparing puppets in the creativity workshop
like India? How children learn? etc.
A few of these meetings were also organized to collectively review the effort made by the
people's organizations and the unit to ensure the reach of quality education to the tribal
areas.
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Field Innovations with Tribal Children: A model was evolved as a part of Supplementary
Support to the Education System and is being tested at 15 villages each of Kotra and Bali.
Through this model around 1200 primary school children are being provided with additional
support of two hours other than the school hours in their education through a well though
strategy evolved by critically thinking understanding the activity based teaching model.
In addition more than 70 drop out youth who had left hope of continuing there education and
were out of the education system for more than 2 years are being provided with the
academic support for appearing in either class 8th, 10th or 12th examination from State
Open school or appearing as private student.
Two workshops were organized for enhancement of Creativity and Power of Expression with
the last year's batch of girl's camp (Kotra) and second one was with 30 tribal children from
Kotra and the children of the Astha staff members, for fostering creativity in the children and
enhancing the skills of verbal and written expression in the context of present era. The
activities done in this workshop were theater exercises, singing and making poems, reading,
narrating and writing stories (writing involved writing new stories on their own), art activities
like various forms of painting etc. A book is being published on the creations of the children
that were done during the workshop.
The community members contributed by reflecting on the fact that the children of the teacher
coming to their village school, Two girls education camps were organized (at Kotra and
Kelwara) where 107 girls were educated. Out of these 70-cleared class 5th examinations
and 33 cleared class 3rd examination however three girls did not sit for the exams.
Community Mobilization of the Village Education Committees in Tribal Areas: After initiation
with two workshops (one each at Kotra and Bali) organized for the village education
committee members with the objective to discuss need the children of a few influential
people in the village go to a better school in the neighboring town and are not sent to the
village government school. Then a participative analysis of the situation was done to
understand that of many other reasons of such disparity one important reason is also that
the village communities have chose not to respond and instead of working towards making
the government school of their own village work efficiently they choose to spoil the lives of
their children by taking them out of the defunct school and sending them to work as a labor.
This end up in a vicious cycle of generation after generation remaining illiterate. So, we need
to learn to take charge of the situation and to take the ownership of our village school and
monitor its progress. The people present agreed that they would themselves try and be a
little more proactive and also ask others in their village to do the same. In addition, regular
monthly meetings were organized at the 30 selected villages. With the result each village
has a real village education committee formed and it no more has existence only on papers.
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3.8 The Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre:
Budget Analysis Rajasthan Centre (BARC), Jaipur was set-up in 2003 as a budget study and
resource centre with the over all aim to analyze the state government budget, to understand
its policies and see if the commitments made by the government at various forums (policy
documents, election manifestos, and at international forums) are matched by the financial
provisions in the state budget.
Increasing hardship of the people, particularly of the poor people, in face of economic
liberalization has been confirmed by many studies, including one conducted by Ashta, itself.
One of the roles of civil society organizations in this scenario is to ensure that the
governments do not withdraw from the social sector and the development schemes meant
for the poor people. And budget analysis is the best way to keep an eye on the allocations
made to various schemes and programmes meant for poor and marginalized in the society.
BARC, therefore, has been involved in analyzing the state budget with a perspective of poor
and marginalized and has been using its analysis to further the issues and concerns raised
by many civil society organizations by highlighting the shortcomings in the budget for the
poorer sections, for dalits and tribals and women and children and for the important social
services like; health and education, social security schemes for widows, for elderly, for
unorganized workers etc.
One major role of BARC has been to work as a resource centre for the NGOs, POs, media
and civil society as a large. We have provided data, analysis, training and resources in
training workshops to many organizations across the state, and in some cases, even outside
the state of Rajasthan.
Core Objectives of BARC: With the above background, BARC today works with following
objectives:
•

To sensitize the legislators regarding the limited financial provisions for the poor and
the rural areas, and build their capacity. So that, their voice gets stronger in the
Assembly and other forums, and that they can outstrip the bureaucrats - with proper
suggestions based on facts and figures - in the process of policy formulations as well
as implementations and of course, in budget allocations in favour of the poor and
socially excluded sections.

•

To understand the gap between the measures taken at the higher levels to address
the dire needs of the poor and how far things have improved in reality at the
grassroots level; and to convey such understandings to the people across strata of
society; through different means.

Core areas of focus - During the last one year the Centre has focused on issues - Women/
gender Rights; Dalit and Tribal rights; Child rights; Social Sector; Education, Health, Water
and sanitation; Agriculture and allied activities, Food security through its various activities in
research and advocacy.
Mid Term Evaluation of State XI Five Year Plan: Year 2009-10 was the mid year for the XI
Five Year Plan (2007-12) and BARC team analyzed the Plan performance based on the
data provided by the Planning Department, GoR and other government documents/
publication. The findings suggest that while the financial targets of the Plan were achieved,
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almost 100%, during the first two years, and also quite during the third year (2009-10)
according the latest available figures, the development achievements during the Plan period
were nowhere close to the targets set.
The State XI Five Year Plan (2007-12) sets commendable targets not just in terms of
infrastructure but also in terms of the human development indicators such as
•

Bringing down the Infant Mortality Rate (IMR) and Maternal Mortality Rate (MMR)

•

Improving nutritional levels for women and children

•

Improving literacy rates for men and women

•

Bringing down the drop-out rates of school children

•

Narrowing the gender gap in education

However, by the end of the third year we are nowhere closer meeting these targets (to be
achieved in five years of the Plan period) when:
•

Only 31 Community Health Centers (CHCs) and 55 Primary Health Centers (PHCs)
have been built in three years compared to the goal of building 138 CHCs and 255
PHCs respectively in Plan period

•

In 2008 the IMR in the state was 63 compared to the target of 32 by 2012

•

In 2009 MMR was 388 compared to the target of 148 in 2012.

•

Similarly, percentage of institutional delivery came up to just 45 percent against the
target of increasing it to 70 percent during the Plan’s period.

Dalit and Tribal Rights: Under-spending in TSP and SC-SP: Another issue, which BARC has
been raising, is about the less allocations (and spending) under Sub Plans for SCs and STs.
The Planning Commission of India has issued guidelines to the Ministries of the Union
government and the all the State governments and Union Territories to make sure that the
Plan amount is allocated for the development of SCs and STs in proportion to their share in
the total population of the state. These are known as Tribal Sub Plan (TSP) for Tribals (or
STs) and Scheduled Caste Sub Plan (SC-SP) for SCs. The state governments in most of the
cases have not been allocating the proportionate amounts, as the norms required them to
do.
For example, share of tribal communities in the state of Rajasthan is 12% and that of SCs is
17%. The allocations, therefore, should be 12% of total Plan allocation to TSP and 17% of
the total Plan allocations to SC-SP. But if we track these allocations in the state budget
books, the government is allocating not more than 4-5% of total state Plan to TSP and less
than 2% to SC-SP. All the departments in the state are supposed to open special Minor
Heads for these two sub Plans, which many of them have not yet done. Our analysis is
based on the allocations made under these special Minor Heads. The state Planning
department, however, claims that the expenditures are at par with the norms. The reason for
their claims is assumption made by the various departments that the expenditures made by
them are automatically reaching to the tribals and scheduled caste people.
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BARC’s Response to the State Budget: Advocacy with the Members of Legislative Assembly
(MLAs): During 2009-10 the budget was presented twice in the state assembly and both
times the BARC team responded to the budget and worked with selected MLAs to raise
relevant issues during the
budget session.
The state of Rajasthan
saw a regime change
during the year being
reported here, and the
earlier BJP govt. was
voted out of power and
replaced by the Congress
govt. The state govt. after
being elected in power
presented an interim
budget (vote for account)
Workshop with the MLAs of State Assembly on the State Budget
was
presented
in
February 2009. The
state govt. presented a modified budget in July 2009 for the financial year 2009-10. BARC
responded to the state budget at both the occasions. We analyzed over all state budget data
as well as department wise budget and the budget for various social groups.
BARC provided its analysis of the state budget to a leading newspaper in the state, which
published it the very next day. In the coming days BARC prepared sector wise analytical
reports of the analysis of the state budget. BARC has been approached by some MLAs
for their analysis of the budget data. BARC’s sectoral analysis data has been used by
MLAs to inform the debate in the Assembly on department wise Demands for Grants
(i.e. department wise budgets).
For example, the government earlier changed the eligibility criteria for the villages where
Sambal Gram Yojna7 could be implemented from 50% of the SC population to 40% and thus
increased in the number of villages where this important programme could be implemented,
from 2463 to 4110 villages. But in the budget 2010-2011, the government allocated enough
money only for 80 villages (same as the last year), which is just for 2 percent of the total
eligible villages. Sambal Gram Yojna is being implemented in the villages where more than
40 percent of the population belongs to Scheduled Castes to increase the infrastructure
facilities in those villages. This issue was highlighted by BARC and used by MLAs in the
budget discussion in the Legislative Assembly.
Also, the issue of under-spending under Tribal Sub-Plan and Scheduled Caste Sub-Plan
(as discussed above) has been raised repeatedly. This year the less allocation and spending
under these sub-plans meant for upliftment of the these marginalized sections, lack of clear
accounting pattern in the budget books and non-opening of the Minor Heads meant for these
two sub-plans were highlighted by us and raised in the Legislative Assembly by an MLA.
7

Sambal Gram Yojna is a programme to increase infrastructure facilities in the villages with high percentage of
SC population.
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In response, the government promised that next year onwards all the departments
would have opened these Minor Heads and better data will be available.
Based on the data and analysis provided by BARC, both the issues were raised in the
Legislative Assembly by an opposition party MLA. The efforts made by BARC in
collaboration with other NGOs/ People’s Organizations by making our analysis available to
the media, civil society organizations and the elected representatives have yielded in
increased focus on relevant issues in budget discussions of Legislative Assembly. The
promise of opening Minor Heads for TSP and SC-SP in all the departments, if fulfilled, will
help us in having better information about the allocations and expenditure made under these
two sub Plans which will open the ways for further effective advocacy for raising the level of
allocation and expenditure under the two sub-Plans.
Other Achievements: BARC continued with its other activities like; issues based meetings
and regional meetings, conducting micro research and publishing booklets and our Hindi
newsletter, Budget Samachar. BARC conducted three issue based meetings (on
Unorganized Workers, Gender Budget and Minor Forest Produces) and 2 regional level
workshops (one focusing on Panchayat Budget and Planning) in various parts of the state.
BARC has been acting as a resource centre and have provided data, analysis and resources
to various organizations. We provided data on TSP to the Office of the Supreme Court
Commissioner on Food Security in New Delhi and Suchana Evam Rozgar Ka Adhikar
Abhiyan Rajasthan, among others. BARC members provided major resource in workshop
organized by CECOEDECON on “Budget Tracking and Monitoring” for their community
based organizations.
BARC received visitors from China and Indonesia, on part of a For Foundation delegates
who visited India to see the budget analysis and advocacy being done by the civil society in
India. The group visited a nearby Panchayat where many PRI representatives from the
neighboring areas and one MLA received the group. We also used this opportunity to take
up our work on panchayat budget to interact and learn with the panchayats. Back to Jaipur,
the group also learnt our work in detail and also heard from and ex- MLA on BARC’s role in
promoting public debate and discussions on budget.
Thus, BARC has continued to work towards its main goal of becoming a resource centre for
the POs and NGOs in the state during this year. The larger goal we hoped to achieve with
this programme is to support the POs and NGOs in the state in their advocacy efforts. Our
activities during the reporting year have certainly contributed to this larger goal. We have
provided vital budget information and data to the organizations have published booklet (on
schemes for dalits), which is being widely used by NGOs/ POs.
We have also directly contacted MLAs in the state and have provided them budget data
related to the social sectors. The MLAs have used our data and analysis during the
discussion on the state budget in the State Legislative Assembly.
Our over all work has contributed in the democratic process in the state by public debate and
discussions on the state budget.
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4.0 The Support Units:
4.1 Administrative Support Unit:
The Administrative Support Unit extends its support and nurtures the Resource Units of
Astha and People’s Organization associated with Astha, with administrative services. The
Unit is based at Central Office constituting of accounts section, computer section and
support staff.
Accounts Section: The accounts section take care of activities like; daily transaction, write
accounts books, payments, correspondence with banks, provide support to resource units
and people’s organization to monitor activity expenditure on quarterly basis, provide support
to maintain accounts for programme in the field. The accounts section is responsible for
regular compliances of funding agencies and government department. This year a new
initiative was taken that Astha appointed internal auditor to improve the accounting further.
Computer Section: The computer section extends its support to the Resource Units and
People’s Organisations for typing of reports, newsletter, preparing press notes, and
publication of booklets, pamphlets, and leaflet. The staff of the section is capable enough to
design the documents for publication and maintain data for survey and research activities.
Human Resource Cell: The cell is responsible to manage the records of human resource
engaged in the resource unit, with people’s organizations. It provides support in selection
process of worker/ staff; keep personal records, helps in extending security (insurance for
personal accident, vehicle, and property).
The Multipurpose Workers are valuable members of the team, and give support in training
programme and Big Events, they are taking care of postage, courier, market purchase, travel
booking. In general, they make the work run smoothly.
Students from social work institutes come to Astha and worked with the resource units and
people's organisation to complete their placement period and gain working experience from
the organisation.
4.2 Documentation Support Unit:
The Documentation Support Unit is rendering support to fulfil the objectives of Astha. It is
providing resource material and support in the activities of Astha. The Unit has 2 parts
a) The Library – The library houses print resources, including posters, books, journals,
newsletters. It has resource material on the issues that Astha is dealing with in the field with
the People, and some basic resource books (dictionaries, census etc.). Important work
during the year (2009-10) includedPublication support – developed, designed and published a series of posters for voters’
awareness campaign for local self government election, booklet for the contestant in the
election, Panch Parvaj – A quarterly newsletter on Local Self-Governance activities of LSG
Unit and village republic foot March pamphlet
Resource support – Readers from different sections - MSW students, B.Ed., M.B.A., persons
in exposure visit from other organisations used the resource material available with the Unit.
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b) The Audio-Visual Section – This section of the documentation centre has collection of
photographs of the work of Resource Units and People’s Organisation in the field, training,
workshops, conference, convention, Sit-ins etc. The section procures audio, visuals in the
form of DVDs/ CVDs. These resources are used in the training programmes of Astha and
other organizations.
4.3 Planning, Monitoring and Evaluation Support Unit:
Planning: The Planning Monitoring & Evaluation (PME) Unit staff works with each Resource
Unit and People’s Organization to plan their work activities well in time for quality
implementation, and to monitor the progress of the work. The staff of the Resource Unit and
related POs plans activities, set milestones for three years and decide measurable
indicators. Every year, staff of each Resource Unit and workers & leaders of POs sit together
& review the progress of previous year and revise next year's plan, fix number of events into
monthly calendar.
Monitoring: The PME Unit helps the Resource Units and POs to devise formats or system to
monitor the activities/ events. In monitoring the physical inputs, we reflect on achievements
& problems. We try to seek reasons for doing an activity well, or not being able to complete it
as planned.


Monthly meetings for Units & People’s Organizations: The staff of each unit meets
once in a month to review the progress of the month and plan for activities/ events of
the next month.



Quarterly review meeting & planning: The Programme Direction Group (PDG) meets
once in every three months to review the progress of the Resource Units and
People’s Organizations. Each Resource Unit & People’s Organization presents the
activities/ events organized during last three months and also presents the plan for
the next quarter.



Astha prepares the Annual Report for the programmes and financial statements. The
Resource Units and related POs assess the progress made against the set
milestones along with the indicators.



Financial Monitoring: Account department do financial monitoring of the programmes
in coordination with Coordinators of the Resource Units and Workers of related
Peoples’ Organizations. The account department is doing tracking of the activities
and budget for each Resource Units and POs on monthly basis. They prepare
statement of accounts on the basis of bills submitted against the expenses made on
activities or events; and shares with each POs & Resource Units. Based on this
knowledge, we can plan future activities and suggest budgetary changes, if required.

Evaluation: Astha internally evaluates its programme, activities and milestones for the
Resource Units and POs every year with Programme Direction Groups (PDG). Astha have a
system of conducting evaluation by external agency/ consultants in every 5-6 years. The
evaluation takes place in the form of field visits, interaction with leaders of POs, interaction
with Coordinators of Resource Units; assess the administration and accounts system of the
organization. The evaluators also review the secondary data, information, documents (like;
programme proposal, annual reports, periodic reports etc) of the organization. Astha
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prepares its strategy and future plan, keeping in mind the recommendations of the
evaluation report.
4.4 Astha Training Centre, Bedla:
The Training Centre is a facility – social development teams book the Centre, and come and
hold their residential training programmes there. Two or three training programmes can be
accommodated (60-75 persons) at one time.
The Astha Training Centre facilities are used to strengthen the capacities of grassroots
workers and those working with poor, exploited and marginalized. Action teams come to
learn about the law, advocacy, and decision-making structures. Health, literacy, communal
harmony, and food security; budget analysis, gender biases, and drought relief; soil and
water conservation, safe motherhood, and so on – trainees / participants work on all kinds of
issues, and skills of various kinds are acquired there.
Month

Reserved days

Participants

Astha

Others

April 2009

26

319

10

4

May 2009

32

599

11

4

June 2009

41

494

11

4

July 2009

33

521

9

6

Aug 2009

39

504

11

5

Sept 2009

40

403

11

6

Oct 2009

37

369

11

7

Nov 2009

41

485

10

5

Dec 2009

38

487

10

4

Jan 2010

48

438

8

5

Feb 2010

48

398

12

5

March 2010

61

628

18

8

Total

484

5645

132

63

The number of trainings increased in compare to last year (2007-08). However, ratio of
trainings organized by Astha (132) and outsider (63) is almost 2/3 and 1/3. The above table
shows the regular engagement of training centre i.e. almost throughout the year. The
accounting of the training centre takes place separate and planning has been done for next
three year to become self-sustain.
Year wise details of training centre
Year

Days

Total prog.

Astha

Others

Participants

2009-10

484

195

132

63

5645

2008-09

535

216

144

72

6070

2007-08

377

153

104

49

5244

2006-07

465

153

102

51

5268
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5.0 Overall Impact of Astha’s work:
The impact of Astha’s work during the year 2009-2010 cans be seen in Rajasthan and
beyond as follow:
-

Astha attempted to increase representation of tribals and women; and quality
improvement in panchayat election through pre-election 2009-10. After election
influence the policy of hand over charge to become more transparent in the
panchayats.

-

There are many important decisions were carried out for food security in favour of
poor and due to regular (monthly/ bi-monthly) state level dialogue on NREGA with
the state government representatives and transparency in the NREGA works has
been increased and there are changes in the policy at state level.

-

In Rajasthan, continuous efforts has been made for ensuring the rights of tribals and
other traditional forest dwellers for getting individual land titles and community rights.
Astha in collaboration with the Forestland People’s Movement did lobbying with the
state government Questions has been raised in the Rajasthan State Assembly by
doing regular dialogue with the Administration. As a result of lobbying and dialogue
14,171 eligible families able to receive land titles.

-

Efforts have been made to bring the tribal POs on one platform on the issues of
tribals and did important efforts to share experiences of tribals and did important
efforts to share experiences and raise the issues with common consensus. It is also
important for Astha to focus on tribal issues. Astha has been recognized at state as
well as at National level to have understanding on tribal issues and valued in sharing
experience with national networks.

-

Astha made an important impact by successfully bringing the issues of single
women, widows, and separated women in national level agenda. After launching of
the national forum for single women; members of the Association of Strong Women
Alone (ASWA) did lobbying with the central government and Member of Parliament.
As a result of this, Astha/ ASWA have received responses from media, government
of India, National commission for Women. Astha/ ASWA became the first
organization to facilitate the work on the single women in 7 states.

-

Ashta has played an important role in regular discussions, developing understanding
of People’s Organizations and Voluntary Organizations on the provisions of Food
Security Act; raising the issue at state as well as national level.

-

Since beginning, education status in tribal area was always concern of Astha. There
seems no change in the education system in the tribal area, even after numerous
efforts. With this concern, Astha has started a process of innovations in the 30
government primary schools for quality improvement, efforts will be made to change
in education system with the use of these innovations.

-

Astha build the capacity of its workers, so that he/ she can play his/ her role
effectively through working with Resource Units and People’s Organisation. They can
move forward with the new conditions and beating challenges take forward the work
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of Astha by maintaining the values and principles of the organization. We took one
step ahead by completing the first year of three year planning.
-

Astha has appointed an Internal Auditor to establish more transparency in its own
work.

-

The government/ administration issued many orders as a result of regular dialogue
and lobbying. Copies of some selected orders are enclosed with this report.
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Addition No.1

Risk Reduction and Control
Risks

The Situation as of the end of March 2010

Principle
Risk#1

Government Policies (the Forest Rights Act and PESA) and schemes will not
be implemented properly due to opposition and inaction of vested interests
both within and outside the government

Principle
Risk#2

-

Astha, with the support of Member of Legislative Assembly and media has
raised the issue of the Forest Rights Act in the Rajasthan State Assembly,
which created pressure on the Departments and Administration at local level
(who were opposing the implementation of FRA).

-

The Rajasthan High Court intervenes in process of hearing of writ petition
and regular follow-up the case, the high court instruct state government/
departments for framing rules of PESA Act.

Astha will not receive the required amount to cover its planned activities for
the coming three years
The core donors agreed upon support the Astha core programme proposal for
next three years. Also, DanChurchAid (DCA) become core donor and programme
money for education innovations was raised from new agency – Axis Bank
Foundation.

Principle
Risk#3

Local forces (government, police, shop keepers, caste/ community leaders)
will sabotage efforts to change customs.
The leaders and members of the People’s Organisation are able enough to cope
with the local dynamics e.g. sensitizing and involving caste pandits to stop child
marriages; sensitize police and administration to support the victims of violence
against women; changes in attitude with widow and separated women due to state
wide organizations etc.

Principle
Risk#4

Astha will not successfully follow up on the following agreed upon
recommendations from the 2008 evaluation: Revising Board rules and
regulations, defining internal audit process drafting job description, internal
auditor and then hiring the internal auditor(s), Conflict of interest policy (e.g.
private use of Astha assets, salary grades approved by EC without
employees, staff cannot be involved with organizations that Astha will
support, rules around staff advances and time within they have to be
cleared, workers in the EC: if secretary is staff and president is member then
they hierarchy problem. Members of the same nuclear family cannot be part
of EC, purchases of goods from relatives’ stores. HR policy
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- Revising Board rules and regulations: Discussed in the board to increase the
size of general body (add more members)
- Defining internal audit process, drafting job description of internal auditor and
then hiring the internal auditor: As per recommendation of evaluation repot Astha, discussed in the meeting of governing board (EC) and
recommendation and appointed an internal auditor by signing mutual MoU;
Astha took suggestive corrective measures to improve the existing system.
- Conflict of interest policy: Although, Astha has in practice the conflict of
interest policy but it was not documented before; since inception, it is deep
rooted in the values and principles of Astha that no staff/ EC member will
personal use the assets of Astha; not to purchase from the relatives’ shop; no
members in EC from same nuclear family; staff advances for programme
need to be clear at the end of month etc.
- HR Policy: Astha has clear-cut HR policy which includes staff recruitment
process (advertisement, inviting applications and selection); welfare of staff
(provision of provident fund, gratuity, medical, insurance etc); leaves (casual,
medical, prevailed leave, maternal leave), provision of welfare loans (food
grain, special loan); other than this Gender Policy (special facilities to women
staff member), Committee against Sexual Harassment (CASH)/ policy in
place.
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Addition No.2
PROGRESS REPORT OF THE PROGRESS ON ACHIEVING THE MILESTONES OUTLINES IN FEBRUARY 2009
Outcomes that potentially will contribute to

Milestones of progress towards the outcome

policy and practice changes
1. By 31.03.2012, 15,000 scheduled Tribe and

By 31.03.2010, 10,000 scheduled Tribe and Forest By March 2010: 14,171 scheduled Tribe and Forest

Forest Dwellers families, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,

Dwellers families, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh, Rajsamand, Dwellers families, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh, Rajsamand,

Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,

Udaipur,

Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted their

Bhilwara) will have been granted their individual rights Bhilwara) will have been granted their individual rights

individual rights (titles) over forest and homestead

(titles) over forest and homestead land. Titles will be in the (titles) over forest and homestead land. Titles will be in the

land. Titles will be in the name of women and men

name of women and men both.

name of women and men both.

2. By 31.03.2012, 520 villages, with approximately

By 31.03.2010, 50 villages, with approximately 15,000

By 31.03.2010, more than 200 community rights claims

150,000 inhabitants, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh,

inhabitants, in 9 Districts (Pratapgarh, Rajsamand,

were presented, but till end of March 2010 not a single

Rajsamand, Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi,

Udaipur, Banswara, Dungarpur, Sirohi, Pali, Baran,

village received land title. Although, it is clearly mentioned

Pali, Baran, Bhilwara) will have been granted

Bhilwara) will have been granted community rights (access

in the Act but the Administration is not taking so much of

community rights (access and control) over

and control) over community forest.

interest in processing the community claims. Astha

Banswara,

Dungarpur,

Sirohi,

Pali,

Baran, Udaipur,

Banswara,

Dungarpur,

Sirohi,

Pali,

Baran,

both.

community forest.

alongwith the Forestland People’s movement will do more
work on it in near future.

3. By 31.03.2012, 480,000 families will get an

By 31.03.2010, 160,000 families will get an additional

Astha provided training to 4370 mates in 8 blocks of four

additional income of INR 2,000 from the NREGA

income of INR 2,000 from the NREGA due to the training

districts 1,70,451 families getting additional income of

due to the training provided by Astha in 3 Districts

provided by Astha in 1 District to 4,000 Site Supervisors

around 340 million INR

(Dungarpur, Sirohi, Rajsamand) to 12,000 Site

(Mates) who will ensure that the new measurement rules

Awareness has been raised among community through

Supervisors (Mates) who will ensure that the new

will be implemented. Total additional income for these

social audit foot marches, getting receipts for job

measurement rules will be implemented. Total

160,000 families per annum is 320 million INR.

applications, people are demanding for job cards and work,

additional income for these 480,000 families per

By 31.03.2010, the awareness of the community on

demanding receipts etc.

annum is 960 million INR.

NREGA rules and regulation will be there.
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Furthermore, the awareness of the community on
NREGA rules and regulation will be there.
4. By 31.03.2012, the Association of Elected

By 31.03.2010, the Association of Elected Women

The Association of Elected Women Representative (Mahila

Women Representative (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch

Representative (Mahila Panch-Sarpanch Sangathan) will

Panch-Sarpanch Sangathan) has expanded in 22 (66

Sangathan) will expand from 14 to 20 Districts and

expand from 14 to 16 Districts and the membership will be

blocks) and the membership is 5700 elected women. Out

the membership will be at least 4,000 elected

at least 1,400 elected women. Out of the existing 3,000

of the existing elected 489 women in Rajasthan (147

women. These women will be trained and they will

Elected Women Representatives, 200 will have contested

women in district Rajsamand) have contested in the

function independently, with less or no interference

elections on reserved as well as unreserved seats with a

election on reserved as well as unreserved seats.

from husband/family. Out of the existing 3,000

focus on Sarpanch and Wardpanch in the Panchayat areas

Elected Women Representatives, 200 will have

where the LSG Resource unit works.

contested elections on reserved as well as
unreserved seats with a focus on Sarpanch and
Wardpanch in the Panchayat areas where the LSG
Resource unit works.
5. By 31.03.2012, Women will claim their rights from By 31.03.2010, women will claim their rights from family,

a) 67 cases of land and property rights of single women out

family, society and government to ensure their right

society and government to ensure their right to a life of

of which 22 were solved in favour of the single woman; b)

to a life of respect and dignity by taking up: (a) 150

respect and dignity by taking up: (a) 50 cases of land and

156 cases of VAW were taken up out of which 70 were

cases of land and property rights of single women

property rights of single women out of which at least 30 will settled in favour of the women, in addition 67 cases were

out of which at least 100 will be solved in favour of

be solved in favour of the single woman; (b) At least 200

the single woman; (b) At least 600 cases of VAW

cases of VAW will be taken up out of which around 180 will Block Committee members per block associative) who are

will be taken up out of which around 550 will get

get justice (settlement in favour of the women); (c) At least

widows will have broken traditional customs laid on widows

justice (settlement in favour of the women); (c) At

20 Block Committee members per block associative who

(participation in the ceremonies of their children’s marriage,

least 20 Block Committee member per block

are widows will have broken traditional customs laid on

wearing colourful clothes, wearing bangles, bindi etc.).

associative who are widows will have broken

widows (participation in the ceremonies of their children’s

traditional customs laid on widows (participation in

marriage, wearing colourful clothes, wearing bangles, bindi

registered with police; (c) Total 2016 members (average 18

the ceremonies of their children’s marriage, wearing etc.).
colourful clothes, wearing bangles, bindi etc.).
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6. By 31.03.2012, the RWF will be further

6. By 31.03.2010, the RWF will be further strengthened to

RWF has membership of 5814. A) process of establishing

strengthened to training and increased membership

training and increased membership of 300 women bringing

the women court has started to take up VAW cases b) ;

of 1,000 women bringing the total to 7,000. This will

the total to 6,300. This will result in (a) women’s courts will

170 cases were registered and FCC provided legal

result in (a) A women’s court will be established at

be established at 4 Block levels to take up VAW cases; (b)

support; c) 31 child marriage were stopped with the help of

District level to take up VAW cases; (b) legal

legal support and counselling will be provided for 200

caste pundits and 100 ‘Oath” certificates were filled up by

support and counselling will be provided for 600

women in the whole district and 50% of these cases will be

the leaders/ members promising not to perform child

women in the whole district; (c) At least 50% of the

settled in favour of the women; (c) At least 50% of the

marriage (girls below 18 and boys below 21).

families of women (216) in leadership positions in

families of women (216) in leadership positions in the

the forum in whose families marriages are to be

forum in whose families marriages are to be performed will

performed will not perform child marriages (girls

not perform child marriages (girls below 18 and boys below

below 18 and boys below 21) .

21).

7. By 31.03.2012, the AMJS will be further

7. By 31.03.2010, the AMJS will be further strengthened to

AMJS membership has increased this year at present it is

strengthened to training and increased membership

training and increased membership of 300 women bringing

5708 (in compare to 5300 last year). The social reform

of 1,000 women bringing the total to 6,000. This

the total to 5,300. This samiti has formed a Tribal Social

committee has settled 50 cases out of 56 cases presented

samiti has formed a Tribal Social Reform Forum in

Reform Forum in their area comprising of both men and

before the committee and helped the police in solving 3

their area comprising of both men and women to

women to bring about changes in customs (bride price,

cases.

bring about changes in customs (bride price, liquor

liquor consumption during social functions, and reduced

consumption during social functions, reduced

expenditure on death feast) that need changes.

expenditure on death feast) that need changes.
8. By 31.03.2012, 600 leaders (150 PO leaders and

8. By 31.03.2010, 200 leaders (50 PO leaders and 150

100 leaders were enrolled for the literacy condensed

450 elected representatives) will be functionally

elected representatives) will be functionally literate (able to

course out of 38 have acquired the highest level of

literate (able to read and write).

read and write).

competency (read and write small stories, letters etc,
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division etc.); 33
people reached medium level and 28 are still at a very
basic level (identify alphabets, numbers till 100 write own
name etc)
Literacy course for elected women representatives could
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not be done because of the panchayat elections.
9. By 31.03.2012, work with 30 village government

9. By 31.03.2010, work with 30 village government primary

Astha’s People’s Education and Cultural Resource Unit

primary schools (15 in Kotra and 15 in Gordwad),

schools (15 in Kotra and 15 in Gordwad) has started. The

has started interventions in 30 government schools (15

strengthening the village education committees and

experiences of the first year will be documented.

each in Kotra and Bali block). These interventions include

supplementing the education of the children,

–

through summer camps to ensure that primary

(organizing classes after school hours, organizing creativity

school children will not drop out and have an

workshops, tribal children’s fair etc).

supplementary

support

to

the

education

system

access to quality education. In working towards the
overall outcome of improved primary schools in
tribal areas of Rajasthan, by 31.03.2012 Astha will
have an analytical report of some ways that are
effective in improving the quality of education and
curbing drops.
10. By 31.03.2012, through condensed 7 months

10. By 31.03.2010, through condensed 7 months

Two camps (one Kotra and one in Jarga area) of 7 months

residential course, primary education will be

residential course, primary education will be provided to

residential were organized with 107 tribal girls. Out of these

provided to 300 Adivasi girls (150 from Jarga and

100 Adivasi girls (50 from Jarga and 50 from Kotra) in the

a) 70 cleared class five level evaluation (which was taken

150 from Kotra) in the age group 9-14 who have

age group 9-14 who have never been to school or have

by government teachers) and, b) 33 cleared evaluations for

never been to school or have dropped out within a

dropped out within a year or two will lead to: (a) 70 of them

class three. 65 girls were linked with mainstream education

year or two will lead to: (a) 210 of them gain the

gain the competencies of fifth class pass who can

in this year. Almost all of the 107 girls enrolled in the

competencies of fifth class pass who can

subsequently be mainstreamed in class six; and (b) the

camps are able to speak out in groups with confidence but

subsequently be mainstreamed in class six; and (b)

other 30 will also benefit.

the level of confidence varies.

11. By 31.03.2012, the rules and sub-rules of the

11. By 31.03.2010, in total 60 new Tribal Self Rule (TSR)

66 60 new Tribal Self Rule (TSR) villages declared

PESA Act will be formulated with inputs from Astha.

villages will be declared; together with the existing 250 this

themselves as village republics;

In total 175 new Tribal Self Rule (TSR) villages will

will add up to 310 TSR villages.

the other 90 will also benefit.

be declared, together with the existing 250 this will
add up to 425 TSR villages..
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12. By 31.03.2012, the Adivasi Vikas Manch and

12. By 31.03.2010, the Adivasi Vikas Manch and the

The Adivasi Vikas Manch has raised more than 50% and

the Rajasamand Women’s Forum will raise 50% of

Rajasamand Women’s Forum will raise 25% of their

the Rajsamand Women’s Forum raised more than 25% of

their program funds directly.

program funds directly.

their program fund directly (through registered support
society).

13. By 31.03.2012, in total 54 PDS shops (20 in 4

13. By 31.03.2010, in total 18 PDS shops will be

blocks of Rajasamand District, 20 in Gordwad Area

functioning properly: Signboard outside the shop, fair price, Organization, where improvement can be seen in the form

and 14 in Vagad Area) will be functioning properly:

sufficient stock, good quality, shop is open regularly and

of regular opening of shops, ration dealers are putting sign

Signboard outside the shop, fair price, sufficient

frequently, shop opening hours are clearly indicated and

board outside the shop, proper distribution of commodities

stock, good quality, shop is open regularly and

followed, fair distribution.

(wheat, sugar, kerosene etc)

28 PDS shops were monitored by the People’s

frequently, shop opening hours are clearly indicated
and followed, fair distribution.
14. By 31.03.2010 the Women’s Rights and Gender 14. By 31.03.2010 the Women’s Rights and Gender

The Women’s Rights Resource Unit and Tribal Rights

Resource Unit and Tribal Rights Resource Unit will

Resource Unit and Tribal Rights Resource Unit will be in

Resource Unit have started since April 2009 and fully

be in place and fully functional and outcomes for

place and fully functional and outcomes for 31.03.2012 will

functional. They have played an important role in evolution

31.03.2012 will have been formulated.

have been formulated.

of National Forum for Single Women and Tribal Rights
Forum.

15. By 31.03.2012, the leadership of the People’s

15. By 31.03.2010, the leadership of the People’s

Leadership of the People’s Organisations strengthened

Organisations with whom Astha works will be

Organisations with whom Astha works will be expanded

with the help of capacity building events throughout the

expanded (increase in number of leaders) and

(increase in number of leaders) and strengthened.

year.

strengthened.
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1. Balance Sheet of Astha Sansthan, 2009-2010
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5. District wise map of Rajasthan
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Appendix-2
Name & Address of the Members and Office Bearers of
Elected Executive Council
S.No.

Name and Address

Designation

1.

Sh. B.L. Mantri
23, Saheli Nagar,
Udaipur (Raj.) 313 001
Ph. - 2521385, 2560206
Sh. Ashwani Paliwal
11- Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)
Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax – 2451391, 2450123 (R)
Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana
Narayan Nagar,
Near Panchayat Samiti, Badgaon
Distt.- Udaipur (Raj.) 313 004
Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax – 2451391, 2450110 (R)

President

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava,
10-11, Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)
Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax – 2451391, 2450212 (R)
Sh. R.D. Vyas
10-11, Shanti Niketan Colony
Badgaon- Bedla Link Road,
Udaipur - 313 004 (Raj.)
Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax – 2451391, 2451215 (R)
Sh. Abdul Rashid,
39, Kharol Colony,
Fatehpura,
Udaipur (Raj.) 313 004
Ph- 2451348, 2451705 (O) Fax – 2451391, 2425088 (R)
Smt. Shiraz Bulsara,
3, Kashtakari Sangathan,
3, Kantiwadi, Penjde Behram,
Malyan, Dahanu Road,
Distt.- Thane (Maharastra) 401 602
Ph. 02528 - 222760
E.mail-pradip_prabhu@yahoo.com bom.emet.in

Secretary

Member

Member

Member

Member

Member
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Appendix-3
List of Staff Members
1

Sh. Bhanwar Singh Chadana

Udaipur Administration

Coordinating Director

2

Smt. Sharda Jain

Udaipur Administration

3

Sh. Vinod Lasod

Udaipur Administration

4

Sh. Ramesh Paliwal

Udaipur Administration

Accounts & Finance
Coordinator
PME work and Assistant to
CD
Administrative Coordinator

5

Smt. Amita Bhati

Udaipur Administration

Senior Accounts Clerk

6

Mohammed Imran Shaikh

Udaipur Administration

Computer Operator

7

Sh. Manglesh Joshi

Udaipur Administration

Accounts Clerk

8

Sh. Raj Kumar Jalora

Udaipur Administration

Computer Operator

9

Sh. Jitendra Agrawal

Udaipur Administration

Accounts Clerk

10

Sh. Manzoor Khan

Udaipur Administration

Accounts Clerk

11

Sh. Mirza Sadaqat Beig

Udaipur Administration

Multipurpose

12

Sh. Ganesh Lal Gacha

Udaipur Administration

Multipurpose

13

Sh. Ganpat Singh

Udaipur Administration

Multipurpose

14

Sh. Puree Lal Dangi

Udaipur Administration

Multipurpose (Night)

15

Sh. Abdul Rashid

Training Centre Manager

16

Sh. Babu Lal Paliwal

17

Sh. Bheru Lal Dangi

18

Sh. Rajesh Paliwal

19

Sh. Manohar Singh

Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre
Udaipur Bedla, Astha Training
Centre

20

Sh. Raghuveer Singh

Programme Organiser

21

Sh. Lehar Singh

22

Sh. Kanti Lal Bhoi

23

Sh. Ramesh Bhatnagar

Kotra - Adivasi Dovelopment
Forum
Kotra - Adivasi Dovelopment
Forum
Kotra - Adivasi Dovelopment
Forum
Kotra - Adivasi Dovelopment
Forum

24

Sh. Man Singh Sisodia

Field Coordinator

25

Sh. Prem Shankar Paliwal

26

Sh. Ramesh Nagda

Dungarpur, Vagad Labours &
Farmers
Dungarpur, Vagad Labours &
Farmers
Banswara, Vagad Labours &
Farmers

27

Sh. Ramesh Chandra Meena

Kelwara, Jarga - PO

Programme Organiser

Cook
Multipurpose
Multipurpose
Multipurpose (Night)

Multipurpose
Accounts Clerk
Programme Organiser

Accounts Clerk
Programme Organiser
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28

Sh. Wagataram Devasi

Bali, Godwad - PO

Programme Organiser

29

Smt. Shakuntala Pamecha

Rajsamand, RMM Rajsamand Women's Forum

Coordinator

30

Sh. Jawan Singh

Jhadol, Tribal Women's
Awareness Society

Programme Organiser

31

Sh. Raghav Dutt Vyas

Udaipur PO Resource Unit

32

Sh. Chandan Jain

Udaipur PO Resource Unit

33

Sh. Kuldeep Jain

Udaipur PO Resource Unit

Senior Programme
Coordinator
Senior Programme
Coordinator
Programme Organiser

34

Miss Geeta Gadhavi

Udaipur PO Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

35

Sh. Ashwani Kumar Paliwal

36

Sh. B.N. Sharma

Senior Programme
Coordinator
Programme Organiser

37

Miss Girija Swami

38

Sh. Nana Lal Salvi

Udaipur Local Self
Governance
Udaipur Local Self
Governance
Udaipur Local Self
Governance
Udaipur Local Self
Governance

39

Sh. Rajendra Kumar Hiloria

Udaipur Documentation Unit

Tech. Asst. & Photographer

40

Sh. Vishnu Joshi

Udaipur Documentation Unit

Asst. Doc Centre

41

Miss Aekta Nandwana

Udaipur Literacy

Programme Coordinator

42

Sh. Sohan Lal Gameti

Udaipur Literacy

Programme Organiser

43

Sh. Bhawani Shankar Paliwal

Udaipur Literacy

Programme Organiser

44

Sh. Magan Lal

Udaipur Literacy

Programme Organiser

45

Miss Neelima Surin

Udaipur Literacy

Programme Organiser

46

Sh. Shayam Lal Purohit

Programme Coordinator

47

Sh. Mangi Lal Gurjar

48

Sh. Hariom Soni

Udaipur Livelihood Resource
Unit
Udaipur Livelihood Resource
Unit
Udaipur Livelihood Resource
Unit

49

Sh. Nesar Ahmed

BARC - Budget Analysis

Senior Budget Analysist

50

Sh. Nagendra Singh

BARC - Budget Analysis

Budget Analysist

51

Smt Ragini Sharma

BARC - Budget Analysis

Budget Analysist

52

Sh. Mukesh Kumar Bansal

BARC - Budget Analysis

Budget Analysist

53

Sh. Sitaram

BARC - Budget Analysis

Office Assistant

54

Sh. Mahendra Singh Rao

BARC - Budget Analysis

Budget Analysist

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser
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55

Dr. Ginny Shrivastava

56

Smt. Shanta Garg

57

Smt. Pawan Kumari

58

Miss Suman Rani

59

Smt. Chandrakala Sharma

60

Smt. Shabana Bano

61

Smt. Laxmi Iyer

62

Sh. Nathuram

63

Miss Reena Sharma

64

Sh. Sanjay Suman

65

66

Udaipur ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Udaipur ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Udaipur ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Udaipur ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women

Senior Programme
Coordinator
Programme Organiser

Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women
Kota ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women

Team Leader

Ms. Uma Kacchawa

Jodhpur ENSS - Widows &
Separated Women

Programme Organiser

Ms. Parul Chaudhary

Women's Right Resource Unit

Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser

Programme Organiser
Programme Organiser
Multipurpose
Programme Organiser
Accounts Clerk
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Appendix-4
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Appendix-5
DISTRICT-WISE MAP OF RAJASTHAN
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Girls are preparing drawing during the
creativity workshop

Leaders of Rajsamand
Women's Forum handing
over a petition to the
Additional District Magistrate

Launching event of the
National Forum for Single
Women’ Rights

Woman leader speaking on
the occasion of launching
event of the Tribal Rights
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